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PREFACE

The research on which this report is based was conducted by Frazer and
Torbet under contract with the U. S. Department of Agriculture. The contract
was administered by P.. ¥. Hoecker, Head, Wholesaling and Retailing Section,
Transportation and Facilities Branch.

This study on more efficient methods for inventory control, sales
accounting, and shipment of merchandise is a part of a broad program of re-
search aimed at reducing the costs of marketing farm and food products. Any
cost redactions in the accounting departments of wholesale food distributors
will contribute to lowering the overall cost of distributing food products.

It is necessary to make references throughout this report to brand names
for understanding, clarity, and application of the subject matter. These
references do not constitute an endorsement by the Department of Agriculture
of the products mentioned.

Special credit is due the following wholesale food distributors who made
^

their offices and personnel available for detailed study: John D, DuRoss Co.,

Cleveland, Ohioj Fairway Foods, Inc., St. Paul, Minn.; S. M, Flickinger Co.,

Inc., Buffalo, N. Y.j Gateway Grocery Co., La Crosse, Wis. 5 Godfrey Co., Mil-
waukee, Wis.j B. Green & Co., Baltimore, Md,; Hannaford Bros. Co., Portland,

Maine; Klauber Wangenheim Co., San Diego, Calif.; Krenning-Schlapp Grocer Co.,

St. Louis, Mo,; Francis H. Leggett & Co., Buffalo, N. Y.; The Lewis Grocer

Co., Indianola, Miss.; Milliken, Tcmlinson Co., Portland, Maine; Mew England
Grocer Supply Co., Worcester, Mass.; C. B. Ragland Co., Nashville, Tenn.; Red

Ov^^l Stores, Inc., Minneapolis, Minn.; Roundy's, Inc., Milwaukee, Wis.; Peter J.

Schmitt Co., Buffalo, N. Y,; Slocura-Bergren Co., Minneapolis, Minn.; Super Valu

Stores, Inc., Aberdeen, S. D.; and Tom Boy, Inc., St. Louis, Mo.
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SUMMARY

Research conducted in the accounting department of 20 wholesale food
distributors throughout the country resulted in the development of improved
methods of inventory control, sales accounting, and billing of oixiers to re-
tail stores. Both manual and tabulating machine methods were studied. The way
in which these office functions are performed has a direct influence on the
costs of handling food at the wholesale level, and any reduction in these costs
should contribute to lowering the overall cost of distributing food products.

Researchers, in studying the advisability of wholesalers converting from
manual to machine methods of performing office functions, found that it is
necessary to have a business volume of approximately $b million anruially before
automatic tabulating equipment would pay. The savings in overall costs would
be principally the result of fewer sales lost due to "out-of-stock" and a
reduction in warehouse labor requirements. As annual business volume increases
above $8 million, savings with use of automatic tabulating equipment over
manual methods increase. Basic automatic tabulating equipment includes an
accounting machine, sorter, card punch, and a reproducing punch.

Any department in a wholesale food distribution business, in order to
operate efficiently, should use preprinted order books, whether manual or tab-
ulating machine methods are used. Preparation and processing of handwritten
invoices require more than 8 times as mar^ man-hours as the order book method
of invoicing. When preprinted order books are used, warehouse stocks are
stored in the same sequence as they are listed in the order book. This in-

creases productivity in order assembly.

It is recommended that wholesale food distributors use inventory control
and turnover analysis procedures. With the manual methods of invoicing, sales
should be posted on a tally sheet and this sheet stapled to each column of an
office copy of the order book. The tally sheets are summarized weekly and
quantities sold are posted in a combination buyer's record and inventory card.

In order assembly, when manual methods and the preprinted order book are
used, warehouse stocks are stored in the same sequence as they are listed in
the order book. Labor productivity in this case is 25 percent greater than
when handwritten invoices are used and items are not listed in sequence.

In using tabulating methods for invoicing, a firm printing 100,000 invoices

annually would reduce paper costs by more than :$2,800 per year by changing from

a 3-copy invoice to a single copy invoice having a perforated side strip. In
addition to reduced paper costs and reduced costs for filing extra copies of the

invoice, the single copy invoice permits machine verification of accumulations

and totals.

Out-of-stock reports in wholesale food firms are prepared with automatic

tabulating equipment by either of 2 methods—the "commodity out" card, and

"tally out" card methods. Researchers found that with the "tally out" card

method the number of customers ordering an item can be tabulated and prepara-

tion of the out-of-stock report costs less than 36 percent as much as the

"commodity out" card method. These advantages with the "tally out" card method
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must be weighed against the inability to -notify the customer on the sales
invoice of those items ordered but not shipped.

In machine methods of performing office functions, limited travel distemce
and plastic card dividers having prongs increase card puller productivity.
The greatest card puller productivity achieved in any firm was accomplished by
using plastic dividers with prongs in the tub files, pulling cards from high
to low with each receiving starting with the serial number "one," placing tubs

(6 in this case) in an "L" pattern, and pulling orders from a short form re-

tailer order. Card puller productivity with machine driven rotary card tub
files is greater than with standard upright tubs and i*otary tub files require
less floor space than standard upright tubs.

Commodity card columns must be properly grouped for greatest efficiency
and accuracy in the tabulating deparlanent . Card columns should be punched
with information in the same sequence as it appears on the source document.
With proper grouping of information, one fiim reduced their manual key punch-
ing time 37 percent. The use of a 5-dlgit commodity code, instead of the fre-

quently used 4-digit code, is recommended because it provides greater flexi-
bility for assignment of code numbers in the proper order book sequence for
the approximately 500 new items added to the grocery line each year (this use
of the 5-card digit code is also recommended for manual methods of ordering).

The proper assignment of commodity card columns groups together those
card columns that are machine punched with a reproducer, other columns that
are machine punched from a program card on the card punch, and columns punched
manually with the card pxmch.

It was found that the most effective arrangement of cards in the tub files
is with the commodity cards next to the divider card. Cards are then pulled
from the rear or next to the item divider card. With the batch billing method
of invoice preparation and inventory control a system of key punching is sub-
stituted for manual pulling of cards from tub files and all subsequent data
are inserted into the cards by an electronic calculating punch. Productivity
of key punch operators is greater than productivity of card pullers but this
advantage must be weighed against the increased machine rental and the need to
have orders at least hS hours before shipment.

By using automatic tabulating equipment, 'vrtiolesalers, in addition to
performing the regular office functions, can (l) analyze commodity sales by
individual items or family groups for turnover and gross or retail profit,
(2) analyze sales by customer and sales representatives, and (3) obtain stock
status summaries on sales and quantity on hand.
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PtPROVED METHODS AMONG ^/fflOLESALE FOOD DISTRIBUTORS FOR INVENTORY
CONTROL, SALES ACCOUNTING, Alt) SHIRCEIff OF MERCHANDISE

By Daniel J. Bartz, certified public accountant with Frazer and Torbet,
under contract with the U. S, Department of Agriculture

and

John C. Bouma, marketing specialist
Transportation and Facilities Branch

Agricultural Marketing Service

INTRODUCTION

The office function in the wholesale food distribution business usually
includes all of the paper work, including accounting and filing, connected
with the purchase and sale of merchandise. This report deals with the paper
work necessary in the preparation of sales invoices and methods of performing
this work in an efficient manner. Useful byproduct information for inventory
control and cost control programs was also obtained. The number of man-hours
required to maintain maximum inventory turnover with minimum out of stock, and
the billing of retailer orders, selection and shipment of merchandise, and
related activities comprise a major cost in wholesale food distribution. Many
companies are using automatic tabulating equipnent in an attempt to reduce the

overall cost of distributing food.

During the study the primary objectives were: (1) To apply the principles
of work simplification to routine documents in order to integrate operations
for inventory control, sales accounting, and shipnent of merchandise^ (2) to

determine the sales volume necessary to justify use of automatic tabulating
equipment rather than manual methods; and (3) to develop an inventory control
program and obtain useful information on segments of the business, as a by-
product of the billing operation.

Most of this study relates to 20 firms whose office procedures were
studied intensively. Six of the 20 firms had annual business volumes ranging
from $2,5 million to $b million, 7 of the firms had annual business volumes

ranging from $6 million to $20 million, and 7 additional firms had annual
business volumes of more than $20 million each.

Manual and automatic tabulating machine systems are discussed separately.

Different equipnent and methods are used with the 2 basic systems. Recommended

work methods and equipment are given for each system.



MANUAL METHODS FOR INVOICING, INVENTORY CONTROL, SALES ANALYSIS,

AND WAREHOUSE ORDER SELECTION

Before the use of punched card accounting machines by wholesale food

distributors, manual methods were used. Techniques established many years ago

are still being used by many wholesale food distributors. Improved manual

methods will be discussed in detail.

Preparation of Customer Sales Invoices

Many companies continue to have salesmen hand write the customer invoice

with carbon copies. This method requires more than 8 times as many hours as

the order book method of invoicing on orders of 100-anit size. With the order

book method the customer prepares his order and forwards it to the wholesaler.

For purposes of retail store inventory control and merchandising it is neces-

sary that the retailer prepare his own order. 1/ Samples of order forms used

by some of the ccHupanies cooperating in this study are in the appendix.

Table 1 shows a summary of the time required to prepare and extend a customer

invoice by the handwritten and by the order book summary method.

For a lOO-unit order the handwritten method would require 75»55 man-minutes
compared with 9.30 man-minutes with the order book invoice method. The time
required to write the customer's name, address, and date; to compute the fee;

and post the total on the invoice summary would be constant regardless of the
number of items ordered (table 1), The time for other elements varies with the
number of items ordered. Salesmen required 61 of the 75.55 man-minutes for a
lOO-unit order with the handwritten invoice method. With the order book in-
voice m.ethod the retailer writes the quantity ordered on the order book as a
part of his inventory control and merchandising programs.

Forms Used With Order Book Method of Invoicing

Figure 1 shows the forms used by one firm cooperating in this study for
manual order form invoicing. Form A (fig. 1) is a page from the preprinted
order book completed by the retailer; it is used for warehouse order assembly,
in the office for statement preparation, and as the retailer's invoice.

Form B (fig. 1) is a summary sheet and includes total charges to the
retailer for deliveries during the week. All fees are listed in detail.

Form C (fig. 1) is an adding machine tape. The dollar value of each item
ordered by the retailer is listed on the adding machine tape in the same se-
quence as on the order book. The 3 forms are stapled together and given to
the retailer when the merchandise is delivered.

V Kriesberg, Martin. Control of Grocery Inventories at Retail Through
Use of Order Books, AMS-237, May 1958,
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Type of Adding Machine for Use with Order Book Invoice Method

The standard 10-key adding machine is reconiinended for use in order book
summary rather than the full keyboard adding machine. This recommendation is

based on time studies when skLiled operators used the machines. Table 2 shows

a ccHnparison of the time required to total items with the 2 types of adding
machines

•

Table 2,—Time required to list items with a 10-key and full keyboard adding
machine

Method
Time per

item
:Man-ininutes l/

Listing with full keyboard adding machine : .OU8U2
Listing with 10-key adding macnine « ; OUOliO
Difference in time required : TOO^

Items per
man-hour
Number

1,239
1,U8^
"^W

1/ Includes 1$ percent personal and fatigue allowance.

As shown in table 2 a saving of ,00802 man-minute per item or nearly
20 percent is accomplished with a 10-key adding machine rather than a full
keyboard adding machine. On a production per man-hour basis, 1,1;85 items

would be listed with the 10-key adding machine compared with 1,239 iteros per
man-hour with the full keyboard adding machine.

Obtaining Totals on Adding Machine for Order Book Summary

In preparing adding machine tapes, items are listed in the same sequence
as in the order book, and when more than one unit of an item is ordered the
sales price is repeated for each unit.

Verification of Order Book Totals

When order books received from retailers contain many pages, and the order
book invoice method is used, addition errors can be extensive. Audit checks of
the accuracy of the clerical work is essential to eliminate such errors. When
one company began checking the addition by running a second tape with subtotals
for each page, a number of errors were found over a period of 8 weeks (table 3)»

When the volume of retailer orders is great, it is recommended that adding
machine subtotals be used on the adding machine tape at predetermined sections
of the order book (at end of each page, every 10th page, etc.). Tnis method
results in a rapid check of any differences between the first and second tapes.
By comparing subtotals on each tape the section of the or*der book where the
error was made can be located, eliminating the need for checking each item on
the 2 tapes to reconcile differences.

- 5 -



Table 3.—Number of errors and dollar value found by running a separate adding

machine tape with subtotals on each page

Company branch

A
B
C
D
E
F

Total

Dollar value of errors

$227.08
151.03
163.01
92.26

79.68

Inventory Control and Turnover Analysis With Manual Methods

For inventory control and material accounting with a manual system, data
should be recorded onto perpetual inventory stock cards. A relatively small
number of wholesale food distributors with manual methods of grocery billing
are utilizing inventory control and turnover analysis procedures. Inventory
control is recOTunended for the following reasons: (1) To provide control of
inventory balances for reconciling against actual stocks on handj (2) to enable
the accounting department to "cost" the items sold in order to compute gross
profits for profit and loss accounting^ (3) to provide a current historical
record for the buyers as to movement of the various items for use in determin-
ing quantities to be ordered j and (k) to discourage theft of merchandise and to
disclose the extent of shortages in the event of pilferage.

With manual methods of invoicing sales are recorded by item on a tally
sheet for inventory control and turnover analysis. The tally sheet can be a
form stapled to each column page of an office copy of the order book (fig. 2)

or "cut-out" sheets (fig, 3) placed over each page of the customer's order
book can be used.

The separate tally sheets (fig. 2) stapled to each column page are
recommended because:

(1) The tally sheet provides a greater area for posting and the column
spacings in multiples of 5 (spacings of 2$, 50, 75, etc.) simplify
cross totaling.

(2) Column divisions (heavier lines at 25, 50, 75, etc.) permit the clerk
to cross total on a more rapid basis than is possible with a cut-out
sheet.

(3) The order book pages stapled to the tally sheets provide a complete
description of each item, minimizing errors in comparison and sub-
sequent posting operations.

- 6 -
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Figure 2.—Sample of tally sheet stapled to order book pages. This is the
recornmended procedure for posting a customer's order from the order book to
the tally sheet. Note that postings of "5" and multiples are used to accel-
erate cross totaling.

MASTER SALES TALLY SHEET
1050

Cut-Out
Sect lons-

CUT-OUT FORM BEFORE
PLAGIMG IT OVER CUSTOMER'S
ORDER BOOK

;;:;:::;:; ORDER BOOK INVOICE

MASTER SALES TALLY SHEET
0501/

m m
mi rm ii/i im

m w m. 7M

m I

II

m 11

ij

Z:

IW 7IU

M II

II

m. //

3

CUT-OUT FORM PLACED OVER
PAGE OF CUSTOMER'S ORDER BOOK

Figure 3»—Cut-out type of tai]^ sheet.
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Figure 3 shows the cut-oat type of tally sheet. This form is made of

heavy, rigid paper exactly duplicating the order book except that the item

description is omitted and the quantity-ordered column is cut out entirely.

After the retailer order has been assembled in the warehouse and the

invoice summary prepared, the order is posted page by page to the tally sheet

attached to an office copy of the order book. At the end of the week the tally

sheets are cross totaled and the total quantity sold during the week is posted

in a combination buyer's record and inventory control card (fig. U).

VENDORS

, Pacific Canning Co.

BROKER OR SALESMAN

,
James Doe

19 57
SHIP
CASE 2lf/8z

REG.
PUR
BASIS

NEW
PACK

ADV
RATE

STG
LOC

MIN.
ORDER

SALES

2

GUAR

2.

PERF
REO.

CONTRACT
BAL

WHSE
SPACE

PRICE
GUAR

DATE RECD solS TOT. 3/
SALES ba1> DATE RECD SOLD TOTAL

SALES BAL- DATE RECD SOLD TOTAL
SALES BAL DATE RECD SOLD TOTAL

SALES BAL.

'/I 1 N\J E.AITO RY lo

Us /o J 3 17

11,5 JT 8 12.
f

PROM COST 225
STG
RATE

2
COST

LOCAL
DEL OR
PICK-UP
RATE

MKT STORE
CASE

STORE STORE STORE
S R.

INST INST INST

13 DATE
ENT FRT

-='" 1-1/2 c!36
COST

STG TO
DATE

TOT
COST 7.

ORDERS ITEM BRAND SIZE || CODE NUMBER FRT. RATE CASE WT.

E Peas & Carrots Good Iirand 2VBz 230-82 17#

1/ Represents quantities received in warehouse. These quantities are
posted daily from receiving reports.

2/ Represents quantities sold for the entire week. These are the
quantities obtained from the tally sheets.

3/ Cumulative totals of sales to date.

5/ Represents quantity of merchandise on hand. This balance should equal
the actual quantity of merchandise stored in the warehouse.

Figure iio—Combination buyer's record and inventory card. These cards are
usually maintained in an index type of file with the cards placed in the same
order as the items are listed in the order book.

VJarehouse Order Assembly With Preprinted Order Books

Order assembly in the warehouse involves bringing together all merchandise
ordered by the custcwier from warehouse stocks. When the preprinted order book
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is used merchandise is usually stored in the warehouse in the same sequence as
it is listed in the order book, 2/ Order books are usually divided by ware-
house sections or when multistory warehouses are used they are divided by
floors and used by order fillers to assemble the items for the area.

The procedure followed with the order book in the warehouse is as follows:

A clerk punches the store number into all pages of the order book and writes in
items ordered separately; the order is separated by floors or areas; and the
order is listed on a preprinted load sheet. The order filler checks each item
as it is selected; after the section of the order is assembled the order filler
counts the number of cases. The assembled orders are then brought to the ship-
ping dock where the shipping clerk lines up the order for loading and accumu-
lates the sections of the order book. After the total order reaches the ship-
ping dock the order book is taken to the office clerk vrtio totals the number of
cases assembled, totals the dollar value of the order, and records the cases

on the load sheet.

In totaling the order it is recommended that the case count be added
simultaneously with the dollar value of the order as shown in the following
tabulation. The case count is used by the retailer and delivery truck driver
for checking the delivery.

Case Dollar
Count Value

260,16U.$0 S
10,003.90

• ' 10,003.29
10,005.73
10,001.U9
10,000.30
10,000.80
10,000o78
10,000.80
10,000.80

350,182.89 T

In one instance where the wholesale grocer was separating the order book
into various warehouse sections for selecting, approximately 6 to 8 hours
daily were spent handwriting the customer's account number on each page of the

order book to retain control of the order book. This operation was reduced to
approximately an hour weekly by using a small, hand-operated, desk model, per-
forating machine and punching the custcsner's number into all pages of the order
book in one operation.

2/ In order assembly, with a preprinted order book, merchandise is stored
and selected in the warehouse in the same sequence as on the 03?der book. Labor
productivity in this case is 25 percent greater than with handwritten invoices
where items are not listed in sequence. See Marketing Research Report No. 9^*
"Ilethods of Increasing Productivity in Modern Grocery Warehouses," p. 16.
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Preparation of Out-or-Stock Report witn Manual Metliods

The out-of-stock report is considered one of the more essential management

reports. These reports are prepared for daily submission to the buyers to de-

termine the extent of business lost due to the fact that merchandise is not

available when ordered; to notify the buyer that certain items are out and must

be ordered; and to remind buyers of the possibility of substituting like items

wherever practicable. The industry experience indicates that the dollar value

of "lost" sales as disclosed by their "out-of-stock" reports represents from

1 percent to 3 percent of the wholesaler's sales volume.

The out-of-stock report is prepared with use of the order book invoice
method as follows: (1) Order filler circles the items ordered but out of

stock; (2) the office clerk tallies items out of stock on a worksheet; (3) at
the end of the day the tally sheet is cross-totaled and extended by sales
price to arrive at the total value of lost sales; and (U) the out-of-stock
report is submitted daily to buyers and other executives in the company,

AUTOMATIC TABULATING EQUIPMENT FOR INVOICING, INVENTORY CONTROL,
SALES ACCOUNTING, AND SHiPiffiNT OF MERCHANDISE

Automatic tabulating equipment is being used by a greater proportion of
the wholesale food distributors each year in an attempt to reduce office
clerical costs.

Types of Automatic Tabulating Equipment Used

Rental or purcriase costs, operating characteristics and technical
requirements of the machines described iij the study are available from manu-
facturers of tabulating equipment.

The card punch machine is used for recording alphabetic, numerical, and
special character data into tabulating machine cards (fig, 5). The data are
punched into the cards by manual operation of a keyboard or by program reading.
In program reading a program card is inserted into the machine to reproduce
identical data into cards.

Accounting machines are used to prepare customer invoices, various
accounting reports (including sales analysis by salesmen, customer and commod-
ity class) out-of-stock reports, list of receivings, tons-per-nan-hour reports,
and similar types of reports (fig, 6). Some of these accounting reports are
discussed in following sections of this report.

Data punched into cards can be read, added, subtracted, ccmpared or
selected at the rate of 80 to 150 cards per minute by the accounting machine.
The machine will print detail data on reports, records, or preprinted forms
at the rate of 80 to 100 lines per minute.

The reproducer or document-originating machine is designed to duplicate
mechanically repetitive data into blank cards with use of a master card at the
rate of 100 cards per minute. The reproducer is customarily used with a
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BN-6173

Figure 5.—A card punch used for
recording alphabetic, numerical,
and special character data into
tabulating machine cards.

BN-617U

Figure 6.—-An automatic accounting
machine used to prepare reports
and records from punched cards

|

it operates autanatically in feed-
ing cards and printing results.

printing unit for end printing up to 8 digits of information on each card

(fig. 7). The card punch (fig. 5) will also reproduce cards although the card
punch will not end print. The reproducer is used by wholesale food distribu-
tors to reproduce quantities of customer name and address cards; to reproduce
commodity cards in numbers equal to the units received; and to reproduce
commodity cards incorporating corrections due to slot, cost price or resale
price changes.

Sorters are used to sort punched cards into any desired numerical or
alphabetic sequence (fig. 8), The sorting or selection of punched cards is

performed at the rate of U50 to 650 cards per minute, depending on the model
machine used. Wholesale food distributors used the sorter principally to sort
commodity cards into warehouse slot (location) sequence in the billing opera-
tion and to sort cards into various sequences for sales or customer analysis.

The summary punch (fig. 9) is connected to the accounting machine and is

used by wholesale food distributors: (1) To punch sales by customer into
blank cards during the billing operation; (2) to summary balance forvrard

various reports such as the sales report and out-of-stock report; and (3) to
surarnary balance for>7ard sales by commodity classification. To summary balance
forvrard means to punch totals, accumulated by the accounting machine, into
blank cards whicn will be used to prepare current and subsequent reports.
These machines are used principally by wholesale food distributors having a
large sales volume as sm.aller distributors usually obtain summary data with
card punch m.a chines.
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BN-6176

BN-6175

Figiire 7,—Reproducer used to dupli-

cate mechanically repetitive data
into empty cards from a master card.

Each of the machines described in
this section contains modifications or

special features designed primarily
for the specific needs of each company.

Improvements are constantly being made
in the various types of automatic tab-
ulating equipment. The greatest poten-

tial in terms of future cost savings
lies in elimination of the tub- card
pulling and in higher speed printing
of invoices and reports. Great pro-
gress has been made in substituting
key-punching, mark sensing or magnetic
tape processes for input data on cus-
tomer's orders and it is expected that
further improvements will be made.

Assignment of Code Numbers
to Commodities

The assignment of code numbers to
the commodities stocked in the ware-
house has an important influence on
all subsequent procedures in card
pulling, key-punching, and machine

Figure 8.—^A sorter used to sort

punched cards into desired numeri-

cal or alphabetic sequence.

BN-6177

Figure 9.—A summary punch is used to

punch summary data into cards from
data processed by the accounting
machine.
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processing. Improper designation of "family" codes and individual item coding
on the initial coding assignment has led to subsequent receding at many whole-
salers requiring additional costs ranging from several hundred to several
thousand dollars.

Wholesale food distributors indicate that approximately 5^0 nevj items are
added annually and 250 are discontinued. In addition to these changes there

is an average of 65 to 75 items on special promotions each week. Proper assign-
ment of comjnodity sequence code numbers permitting logical grouping is neces-
sary. The 5-digit caranodity code is more satisfactory than the h-digit code

for the following reasons: (1) There is a need for code numbers whenever manu-
facturers have a special promotion on a regular item for a short period of time.

To avoid confusion in ordering items and in warehouse selection it is recc«n-

mended that temporary code numbers be assigned such special promotion items;

and (2) the use of a 5-digit code provides for skip spacing throughout the code

numbers so t.hat items on special promotion and new items can be listed within
the desired category conforming to the sequence required to identify manufac-
turer, size, and pack. As shown in table k if the manufacturer for Church
Grape Juice desires to add a grape juice in the 12/36 oz, size, the assignment
of code number 10-162 will assure insertion of the item in the proper sequence
in the order book as well as in the tub files for card pulling.

Table U.—The recommended method of assigning code numbers to commodities

Item description

12/2U
12A6
kB/ h
2ii/l2

12/2U

oz

oz
• i

• f

oz.,

oz,,
oz,.

Commodity code number
Family code ±/ : Item cd5e"

Church Grape Juice,
Church Grape Juice,
X'^Jeisn Grape Juice.,
Welsh Grape Juice.,
Welsh Grape Juice.,

10
10
10
10
10

160

loU
171
175
179

1/ Family code 10 represents juices and beverages.

The recommended method for assigning code numbers as shovrn in table k
includes the use of a 5-digit code V7ith multiples of 2 between items and dif-
ferent pack sizes and groups of at least 5 between product brands. There is
also a spread of at least 5 units between commodity subclassifications.

With the recommended method of assigning code numbers to commodities (as

shown in table U) the first 2 digits of the 5-digit code is the family class
code. A family class code would group together a related group of items such
as baby foods, cereals, and canned fruit. Following is a partial list of
family codes used by 2 firms cooperating in this study.

The 3 remaining digits in the recommended method of coding is the item
code used to identify various items within the family class.
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I'lrm A
Family class code and item

Firm B

Family class code and item

00 Store supplies

03 Canned juices

05 Canned fruits

07 Small canned items

09 Canned vegetables
11 Glass pack

13 Ready-to-eat

15 Canned meats

17 Canned fish and seafood

19 Baking supplies
21 Shortening and oil

23 Canning supplies

25 Milk
27 Flour, flour mixes

29 Syrups, molasses
31 Extracts and spices

The cost of changing from a U-digit code to a 5-<iigit commodity code in

one firm is sho/jn in table 5. Costs shown in table 5 are direct costs, addi-

tional indirect costs incurred would include delays in shipping merchandise
due to the change and the nevmess of the system.

Table 5.—Costs incurred in changing from a U-digit to a 5-digit commodity code

in a ccmpany with a $l5 million annual business volume

00 Frozen foods

02 Frozen foods

03

OU Produce

05
06 Kraft foods

07
08 Oleomargarine
09
10 Juices and beverages

11 Canned fruits

12 Party foods

13
Hi Dietetic foods

15 Canned vegetables

16 Canned meat

Expense item •
'^^^ '

: cost
Machine

cost !

Clerical!

cost !

Total

:Dollars !Dollars

;

Dollars: Dollars
•
•

Key punch master commodity cards with new : i

code : 9 .liO 5.38
'.

2.ii9

"

. Ul.ii3 !

17.63 i

" 5.07 '

51.70

: 295.68
. 20U.00

. 32.ia
Gang punch data from old master deck to new t

deck. : ~ 7.56
Replace 200,000 commodity cards in tubs :25l.)40

Clerical work at tub files such as counting, :

pulling, and replacing cards and dianging :

re cords .,.: --

:3i4U.53

:295,68
Supervisory cost. : ! 200.00

Total cost :26d.8d
•

: U9.30 : 570.08 : 880. 18

Assignment of Code Numbers to Customers

The proper assignment of initial code numbers to customers for machine
identification is necessary in obtaining sales analysis and other reports.
The following principles are reccsnmended for customer coding: (1) Using the
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name appearing on the outside of the store as the first name card in order
that the truck driver can identify the store; (2) maintaining a register book
for recording each customer's name and address; and (3) numbering each double
page of the register record numerically to represent the alphabet prefix as
follows

:

Page Number Alphabetic Designation

1
2

3

A
B
C

10
11 K

25J

26
Y
2

Each page is numbered from 00 to 99 in the customer register book. Thus
it is possible to have as many as 100 customer names in any one letter of the
alphabet. Each customer is assigned a code number in the register book based
on the alphabetic sequence as shown in figure 10,

1000 A
•

• -. DIGIT ALPHABET

DATE
1

STORE NAME ADDRESS CITY ADDED DSCTD.

01 Aaron, Earl C. llil8 No. 3rd St. Elm Grove 2/12, '52

02

03

Oh

05 Abbot, John E. 212 Main Street Beaver Dam 3/20/56

06

Li--^ \ ^.__— ^——x,^^ KiU

—

1—

1

Figure 10.—A typical page from a customer register book shoad-ng the assign-
ment of customer code.

The code for Mr. Earl C. Aaron would be 1001 and the code for Mr. John E.

Abbot would be 100^. The same sequence of listing is used throughout the reg-
ister book.
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Assignment of Code Numbers to Field Representatives

Coding by field or sales representatives is desirable in preparing sales

analysis of accounts serviced by each representative. Customers are usually

assigned to field representatives on a territorial basis and consequently sales

reports permit management review of the sales results by individual represen-

tatives as well as sales obtained in the various districts.

The assignment of a code number to field or sales representatives requires

only one card column if less than 10 representatives are employed. Two card

columns would provide codes for 99 field representatives. Coding for field

representatives is done in alphabetic sequence and should precede the digits

assigned to the custcxner. This procedure then requires a change only in the

field representative's code number whenever accounts or territories are re-

assigned.

Coding of the customer and sales representative in alphabetic sequence

makes it practicable to issue sales reports by custoaTier and sales representa-

tives ,

Design and Layout of Tabulating Cards

The preparation of invoices for sales to retail store owners utilizes
2 basic types of cards. The first card type is used for printing data such as
the custoner name, street address, city, state, and other instructions concern-
ing delivery and method of payment. The second card type is used to indicate
quantity sold, commodity code number, warehouse location number, commodity
description, case weight, size, pack, unit sales price to customer, total sales
price for each item, suggested retail selling price, total invoice cost and
total weight of shipment. In some instances the wholesaler also lists the pur-
chase price of items sold.

Customer name and address cards: For reasons of econany, the majordty of
companies included in this study used the regular commodity card for punching
of data for the accounting machines to imprint customer's name and address on
the invoice. With a few exceptions among the companies studied, cards were not
"interpreted" or the customer's name and address was not printed on the tabu-
lating cards. The cards are customarily reproduced from a master card (origi-
nated by key-punching) with the reproducing machine with the customer's code
number imprinted on one end.

To reduce the possibility of error in pulling customer name and address
cards, different colored cards are used to denote the customer section of in-
voice printing. The card puller can visually check the card colors to make
sore a complete set has been obtained and check the code number appearing on
these cards with the code number appearing on the custcxner's order book.
Figure 11 illustrates a typical set of castoraer name and address cards.

Upon completion of the invoicing operation, the name and address cards
are separated from the commodity cards and returned to the files for use when
the customer places another order,
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Figure 11,--A complete set of customer name and address cards.

The assignment of card columns for the cards shown in figure 11 are shown
in table 6.

Table 6.—Assignment of card columns for customer name and address cards

Card Coliimns :No. of digits- Explanation

1 and 2 : 2 ! Field representative's code assigned to the account
3 and h ! 2 : Store number of customer
11 - 31 21 : Customer's name

37 - 39 : 3 : Special indication to denote that cases ordered are
to be price marked by the warehouse order selector

Uo - 01 : Not used .

62 - 65 : h I Customer number
66 : 1 Special punch to control customer heading card

(blue)

67 1 : X punch to control custcHner address card (orange)

68 ! 1 ! X punch to control customer city and state address

carti

70 - 79 10 ! Diagonal date punch
80 1 . X punch for heading control
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Some of the card column assignments shown in table 6 demonstrate the

mechanical operations designed to simplify certain machine operations. The

special "X" punching of card coliffiins 66, 67 > and 68 is done to separate the

customer's name, street address, and city cards from the regular commodity

cards for a faster sort identification through the sorter than would be possi-

ble without the special punching. Assignment of these columns accelerates the

separation of name and address cards from all other cards on completion of the

billing operation^ sorting name and address cards together in proper sequence

to put cards in proper sequence for return to tub files; separating each type

of name and address cards into various categories for reproduction on the re-
producing machine.

The diagonal date punching of card columns 70 - 79 (table 6) serves to

impulse a semifixed control panel device attached to the regular control panel
actuating the accounting machine. This attachment, popularly known as the

"piggyback plugboard," enables the machine to imprint the billing date on each
invoice page without use of trailer cards.

This device enables daily changing of the wiring controls on a simplified
basis without removing the panel cover and changing the regular control panel.
The device can be purchased for $U0,00 and is recommended for all vxholesalers
using this type of equipment.

Several wholesale food distributors are printing card column headings for
both the commodity columns and also customer columns on all cards used (fig,
12).
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Figure 12.~A tabulating card with card columns labeled.

In those instances where specific data (invoice number or date, for
example) is not punched into the card, the custoner name and address cards can
be used many times. Card usage averages ii to 6 months, occasionally longer,
before wear and tear requires replacement. One company with over 2,000 customer
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orders weekly substitutes special card stock available from manufacturers
that will last much longer than regular cards. These cards generally cost
about 25 cents per 1,000 cards more than the usual stock grades. However, the

company reports these cards can be used for approxim.ately o months as compared
with 2 montns use with regular cards resulting in an annual saving of approxi-
mately $175. The use of this special card stock is recommended in those in-
stances where there is a large number of customers serviced and name and ad-

dress cards are subjected to more than average usage.

Several wholesale food distributors are machine imprinting instructions
on the invoice by pulling "trailer" cards with the name and address cards. For
example in figure 11, the card states "load in rear of truck," These instruc-
tions are designed to insure proper credit follow-up and avoid delays in de-
livery. Information printed on the customer invoice with trailer cards by some
wholesale food distributors is shovrn below.

Madiine imprint on invoice Reason for imprint

"NOT OPEN BEFORE 8jOO A.M."
"WILL CALL"
"CALL ORDER - RUSH"
"SHIP ADVERTISING"
"SHIP OPEN ACCOUNT"
"ROUTE 3, ZOT® h"

"NCT"

"CREDIT CHECK"

"DO NOT PARK IN DRIVEWAY"
"COD"
"SHIP TO BILL TO "

"LOAD IN REAR OF TRUCK"

Notice as to delivery time
Customer will pick up order at warehouse
Customer will pick up order on rush basis
Include weekly advertising material with order
Customer sold on a credit basis
Routing notice for delivery schedule and freight
charge zone

No common carrier available - if order is late,
cancel it

Approval is required by credit manager before
order is assembled and shipped

Delivery instruction
Driver is to collect invoice amount on delivery
Instructions to send invoice to central office
where bills from multiple stores are paid

Warehouse instruction for loading deliveiy truck

Design of the commodity cards The arrangement of the commodity card
column assignments has a definite influence on the productivity and accuracy
of personnel in the tabulating department. Card columns should, be assigned
with information punched into the card in the same sequence as it appears on
the source document; and all like punching operations should be grouped to-
gether to simplify wiring and eliminate interspersed skipping on the kejrpunch.
Manually punched fields should not be interspersed among duplicated, gang
punched, reproduced or summarj'' punched fields.

Table 7 shov7s the assignment of card columns used by 2 ccHtipanies

cooperating in this study. The layout used by Company C is the recommended
card column arrangement.

The card design used by Company C is recommended because machine reproduced
columns, program punched columns and manual punched columns are grouped together.
The card used by Company D requires "skip" punching or changing from manual
punching to program and then back to manual.
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Table 7.—Automatic tabulating machine card column assignments used by 2

cooperating firms

Ccmpany C - Recommended card design

Card : Method of punching data

colur.ans: into cards

1-12: Reproducing macnine punching

13 - 57: Card punch - program
58-80: Card punch - manual

Company D - Improper card design
Card

columns

Method of punching data
into cards

Reproducing machine punching
Card punch - manual
Card punch - program
Card punch - manual

A series of time studies was made vdth use of the 2 types of cards on
inserting identical data on price changes. The data were summarized as shown
in table 8 on the manual key-punch processing time, excluding the machine re-
producing time.

Table 8.—Time required to key punch price changes into automatic tabulating
machine cards

Card design : Average time to
change card 1/

: Time to change
: 250 cards 2/

Improper card design (Company D) ;

Recommended card design (Company C).,..:
Differential due to card design ;

! Man-minutes

0.62

0.39 !

0.23 1

: Man-minutes

1 155.00
97.50

I 57.50

1/ Includes 15 percent personal and fatigue allowance.

^/ Approximately 250 grocery price changes are made weekly by wholesale
food distributors.

As shown in table 8, with use of the recommended card design less than
63 percent as much manual key punching time is required. The chances of
making errors are also reduced when all data requiring key punching are
grouped together.

The type of punching required to originate the master or initial
commodity card is shown on i±ie next page. It is always desirable to consider
card visibility in the card design because of card viewing while in the card
punch machines. Fields to be duplicated should be grouped together and placed
at the left end of the card. Manual punched data should be placed on the
right side of the card.
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Type of punching Information punched into card

Variable punching
( card punch on program basis

)

(card punch on manual basis)

Manual punching 1/
(card punch on^manual basis)

Program punching 1/
(card punch on program basis)

Program punching, if fixed slots are
used in warehouse

Manual punching, if floating slots
are used in warehouse

Advertising allowance
Unit cost
Suggested retail selling price
Customer selling price
Quality
Package and size
Description of commodity
Commodity code

1/ Manual punching consists of depressing a key to punch the corresponding
numeric digit or alphabetic letter into the card. Program punching is performed
by inserting a program card punched with certain repetitive data on the program
drum in the card punch. This program card controls mechanically automatic re-
production punching into corresponding columns of the cards being punched.

In grocery inventory billing, approximately 35 to kS percent of the 80 card
columns available will contain repetitive data which changes seldom, if ever
(table 9). Data for each commodity item remains identical in all subsequent
operations whenever the cards are reproduced.

Table 9.—Repetitive data usually included on commodity cards

Repetitive data
Number"of card columns customarily used

Minimum : Maximum

Commodity code ,

Quantity
,

Pack and sise ,

Description of item.,

Total card columns,

h
1

h
20

5

3
6
22

lb

digits

Slot numbers (warehouse location) may be repetitive data depending on the
method of warehousing used. When fixed slots are used, changes occur only at
the tij?.e of an addition to the line and discontinuance or relocation of the
merchandise due to velocity or season. When the floating slot system is used
each receiving will have a different slot number.

Proper layout of the commodity card where the foregoing principles have
been observed results in greater productivity in reproducing operations partic-
ularly in manual key-punching. Figures 13 and Ih show use of the suggested
principles in card column placement.

Several wholesale food distributors who use the "floating slot" system of
warehousing use a card similar to the one shown in figure li|.; With use of this
system, tab cards are prepunched with the commodity code number and item
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1/ Card punching in columns hS to U8 (warehouse slot number) will
be""program punched if a fixed slot system is used or will be manu-
ally punched with a key punch if the floating slot system is used.

Figure 13,—Card column assignment on a master card utilizing
recommended methods,

description and these prepunched cards accompany the purchase-order-receiver
(a copy of the purchase order containing all descriptive information of the
items purchased) to the warehouse receiving department. When the merchandise
is received at the warehouse, the cards are given to the receiving clerks for
insertion of the warehouse location (slot number) by marking the spaces for
the respective numbers in card columns 70 - 80. These cards are then sent to

the tabulating department where the slot number is punched into the cards by
a reproducing machine that "reads" the pencil marking, thus eliminating the
need for manually key-punching warehouse slot numbers into the cards.

Stock Control or Setup Cards

Because of limited card tub capacity and other considerations, not all of
the commodity cards are punched on receiving the merchandise into the ware-
house. In these instances the stock control card is used to originate the re-
producing machine operation on receivings and to indicate any quantities of
unpunched cards, v;ith this system the receiving clerk in the tabulating de-
partment pulls the setup card for each item received. The clerk pencil posts
on the card the receiving date, receiving number, slot number and quantity
received. The setup card is then processed on the reproducing machine to pre-
pare the number of caixis required. If the quantity received is not completely
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Figure lU«—Card column assignment on a master commodity card with a mark
sensing field for warehouse location.

punched, the quantity punched is entered in the "punched" column and any
balance remaining is posted in the "unpunched" column. In those instances
where there is any unpunched quantity, the setup card should be placed in tub
file as a signal that there is an additional quantity available.

There are 2 basic methods used in the tabulating departments of wholesale
food distributors for pulling cards from the tub files. These methods are the
low-to-high and the high-to-low. The setup cards are mandatory for those com-
panies where cards are pulled under the low-to-high method. With this method
a record must be kept of the last serial number assigned the ccmrriodity cards.

With the low-to-high method, the lowest numbered cards are pulled from the

files first in ascending order with the lowest serial numbers to the rear. As
orders are filled, cards at the rear are pulled first from the file; and those
are the cards with the lowest serial numbers. Cards are consecutively numbered
from the beginning of the year starting witn "one" and each subsequent receiv-
ing is numbered serially following the last highest serial number for the pre-
ceding receiving.

With the high-to-low method , cards are pulled in descending order with the
highest serial numbers to the rear. As orders are filled, cards at the rear
are pulled first from the file and those are the cards with the highest serial
numbers. Each quantity received is consecutively numbered beginning with "one"
and no effort is made to consecutively number all quantities received during
the year.
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There are now very few vjholesale food distributors using the low-tc-high
method of numbering and pulling commodity cards. Some of the disadvantages

of the low-to-high method are that a "bookkeeping" chore is required in re-
cording onto a stock control card the consecutive serial numbers from the

first of the year. The recording is done by pencil posting vith manual addi-
tions which increases the possibility of error; there is continual delay in
the initial setup of the reproducing machines as cards are prepared. The
machine under the low-to-high method must always be set at the previous high
serial number of the last quantity plus one.

Under the high-to-low method, the reproducing machine is always set on

number "one" and the necessary number of cards to be reproduced is set. Tub
card counts (for buyer's stock records and inventory comparisons) with the

high-to-lcw method require only the noting of the serial number on the last
card whereas with the low-to-high method tub card counts require the noting
of the high and low numbers, subtraction between these numbers and addition
of one to arrive at the quantity of cards in the tub.

When setup cards are used in the tub files, the cards are used as a
combination tub master card and punch record card. In other instances, the
card is a permanent record kept for the entire year to indicate the sales of
the item. Most companies maintain a combination tub master and punch card,
similar to those shox'm in figure 15 on the premise that the buyer's stock card
contains similar data.

The primary uses of the setup cards are to notify the reproducing machine
operator of the quantity of cards to be prepared, to control balances of un-
punched cards, as a price change record and to record any changes in item de-
scription. One company periodically pulls all of the stock control cards,
totals quantities received for the quarter, punches cards as to quantity and
related data, and lists on the accounting machine the turnover by commodity
for use as a guide to the buyers in purchasing new supplies.

"Out" and "Minimum" Signal Cards

Only limited use was made of "out" or "minimum" signal cards among the
companies studied. These cards, shovm in figure 16, are sent to the buying
department by tabulating department personnel whenever a reorder or out con-
dition is reached on a commodity. Minimum order signals were not used exten-
sively for the following reasons: (l) It is difficult to establish a reorder
point on many items due to the seasonal nature of sales; (2) there is a con-
stant change in demand and movement of individual commodity items: and (3) the
use of minimum order signals in the tub files would increase the space re-
quired in the tubs

,

The use of minimum reorder signal cards is recommended under certain
conditions for a limited number of selected items—for example, when certain
items are in short supply or a heavy demand exists which must be met, and
when delivery from the supplier requires in excess of 5 days.
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Figure 15.—Examples of 2 types of setup cards used in

tub files.

jVJIjNJjVIUjM SI^jNAL

CODE NO

UNIT PACK SIZE.

COMMODITY

BUYER

STOCK ON THIS ITEM IS NOW

AT MINIMUM POINT OF UNITS

OUT SIGNAL
CODE NO.

UNIT PACK ST7.F.

COMMODITY

BUYER

STOCK ON THIS ITEM NOW

OUT!

Figure 16.—An effective type of "minimum" and "out"

signal cards.
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"Out" signal cards for the majority of items maintained in the files is

recommended because buyers receive immediate notification that the supply is

exhausted and it is necessary to restock as soon as possible. One company

reported a lii percent decrease in the out-of-stock status through installation

of "out" signal cards and use of this type of buyer's signal* In another com-

pany a reduction in inventoiy stock of 1,200 cases after 60 days use of the

"out" signal cards together with a reduction of "outs" frcan $ to 3 percent of

weekly dollar sales was accomplished. The use of the "out" signal card only,

without the minimum signal, generally results in a 1- or 2-day delay in placing
the order. In one instance, where minimum signals were used, the reorder
point was set at a quantity corresponding to a half-week's supply on truck
deliveries and 7 to 9 days on carlots. In another conpany the "out" signal

card was inserted in the tub file behind the last 2 commodity cards in order

to accelerate the ordering time.

Arrangement of Cards in Tub Files

A series of time studies has established that the most efficient method
of removing cards from tub files is from the rear. Cards are pulled in des-
cending order, with the highest serial numbers to the rear.

Each time stock is received, cards are punched and serially numbered in
the quantity received. 3/ The cards are reproduced on the document-originating
machine with end printing unit starting with the number 1 with count-controlled
punching and numbering.

Figure 17 shows an effective way of filing cards in the tub files. All
commodity and signal cards should be placed in front of the corresponding
divider.

Cards measuring approximately 10 by l8 inches are placed on the edge of
each tub file by many wholesale food distributors to show the beginning and
ending code numbers of items located in the particular tub (fig, 18). Such
a card is particularly beneficial to card pullers on small fill-in and tele-
phone orders because the approximate location of items ordered can be deter-
mined by the cards.

Three basic types of dividers were used between items in the card tubs by
firms cooperating in this study (fig, 19). The dividers measure 3,5 by 8,5
inches with a 1 inch strip across the top for writing the item code number.
Dividers are made of plastic and stiff heavy fiberboard. The plastic dividers
with the separate prongs are reccarmiended for card dividers because tests with
these dividers show an increase of 20 percent in card pulling productivity
over use of the fiberboard dividers. The dividers with the separate porongs

cost from 7 to 10 cents each. The solid flat plastic divider is not recommend-
ed because the first and last cards adhere to the divider surface because of
static electricity.

3/ In the section entitled "Utilization of Receiving Cards" the repro-
duction of one extra card on each receiving for computing the weight received
and for posting receiving data to buyer's records is described.
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6122 TUB DIVIDER

STOCK

Figure 17.—The recoraiaended method of arranging cards in tub files.
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Productivity of Card Pullers

The greatest card pulling pro-

ductivity achieved in any firm co-

operating in this study was with use

of the following methods and equip-

ment: (1) Plastic dividers with

prongs were used in the tub files;

(2) cards were pulled from high to

low (each receiving starting with

the serial number "one"); (3) total

travel area for pulling cards was

25 feet with 6 tubs placed in an
"L" pattern; and {h) orders were
pulled from a short form retailer

order. Card pulling productivity
with use of the described methods

and equipment averaged 825 cards

per man-hour with an average order

size of 125 cases. Productivity of

card pullers increases as order size

increases. Table 10 shows the re-

lationship of pulling method to pro-
ductivity in several firms studied,

A number of the wholesalers
studied use a special mailing sheet
rather than the regular order book
for obtaining merchandise orders
frcxn retailers thus increasing card
pulling production (tub file method)
or key punching (batch filling
method, discussed in a later sec-
tion) by 8 to 15 percent. These

TUB NO. 3

COMMODITY
12 430 TO 13 624

Figure 18,—Signs placed on the edge of
card tubs to assist in locating items.

FRONT SIDE

PLASTIC
COMPOSITION
l/8"WIDE

[- r-^ KT-t

PLASTIC
COMPOSITIOW
1/4" WIDE

U S DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

STIFF.HEAVY
FIBREBOARD
1/16" THICK

NEG 6227-58(5|AMS

Figure 19.—Three types of dividers
used to separate items in card tubs.

Table 10,—Productivity of card pullers by method used

1/ Includes 15 percent personal and fatigue allovjance.

Method "

Order
size

Cards pulled :

per man-hr. l/j

Sections or

; orders timed
Cases

2U0
125

397 !

239 :

Cards per hour ! Number
•
•

Rotary card tubs .•..*...•........ ,..,.: : 1,030
: 825

6U8

J

26
One person pulling from short order book.,,:
One person pulling from a maximum of 2 card:
tubs

:

! 6

! 79

65

One person pulling entire order from card :

tabs
•
•
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sheets contain coiunns for the insertion of the coiunodity code number and
quantity" ordered. In some instances the mailing sheet has tne commodities
precoded and the retailer must write the quantity desired. The use of retail
order form mailing sheets is recommended in preference to the large order
books when customers can be induced to submit their orders on these sheets.
The customary procedure is for the retailer to prepare his order in tne large
order books and then post the quantities desired from the order book to the
code sheets. This procedure does require the retailer to spend additional
time in transcribing his order.

The orders received by the retailers are listed on k pages by use of
these sheets as compared with 30- to 50-page order books; in this way the •

possibility of missing a full page or several pages in the order book is re-
duced. Many retailers have indicated a preference for this method of order-
ing because a permanent record is available in the store for turnover and
ordering analysis.

A part of a precoded retail order form mailing sheet is shown in figure
20. A columnar type of retail order form mailing sheet with the code numbers
emitted is shoim in figure 21. The columnar retail order form can also be
used to accept retailer orders over the telephone.

MR. RETAILER:
Thii code iheel conformi
with order form dated i

CODE SHEET '< RETAILERS NAME -- STORE NO.

f" Lino Up Numbor Noif to Ordor Fern Coda No.

tVI 1^2 irZ M !« ir6 irl its ^
002 073 140 206 284 436 504 580

004 074 142 208 286 438 506 582

006 076 144 210 287 584

080 146 212 288 444 586

010 081 148 214 290 446 512 588

012 150 216 292 448 514 590

1 014 082 151 218 294 452 516 592

015 152 220 296 454 518 594

^ . ^„
153 224 298 388 456 520

J

Figure 20.- -A precoded retail order form mailing sheet.

Rota2y Card Tub Files

One x^holesale food distributor cooperating in this study reported
substantial savings by substituting machine driven rotary tubs for the stand-
ard tub files. Three rotary tubs were acquired at a total cost of $10,500.
Analysis of the operation discloses that the savings in labor costs and in-
creased card puller productivity repaid the costs within 16 months. Five card
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Figure 21,—^A columnar type retail order foinn mailing sheet.

pullers were able to perform the same work with idie rotary card tubs as 8 card
pullers with the standup tub files. Productivity of card pullers was increased
from about U75 cards per hour on small orders to about 850 cards per hour and
on larger orders production was increased from about 550 cards to about
1,075 cards per hour. A comparison of labor costs before installation and with
use of rotary tubs is shown below.

Annual direct labor costs with standup card files

Eight card pullers at $1.25 per hour
Fringe labor costs at 3 percent
Total direct labor costs in card pulling operation

Annual direct labor costs with rotary type card files

Five card pullers at $1.25 per hour
Fringe labor costs at 3 percent
Total
Annual savings in direct labor costs

$20,800.00
b2U.OO

$21,ii2U.0O

$13,000.00
390.00

$13,390.00
$ 8,03U.OO
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The rotaiy tub files are 60 inches high and 32 inches from the floor to
the working shelf. They are [i8 inches wide with a maximum arm reach of

2U inches. Each rotary tub file will hold from 375,000 to 1^00,000 cards.

The productivity of card pullers in assembling cards on several medium
sized orders was time studied. Table 11 shows the card pulling productivity
with use of the rotary tub operation.

Table 11,—The influence of order size on productivity of card pullers using

, rotary tub files

Number of cases in order: Elapsed time : Card puller productivity
: Man-minutes : Cards pulled per man-hour 1/

'
. . • -

. -- ..v.- v. ,
-.

.

55 :* ii.63 \

190 : 11,56 !

i 606
837

220 : 11,67 . 960
275 : 13.79 J

330 : 16,79 :

1,017
1,179

Total or average : 5^ •J'-Ut !

* *
•

920

1/ Includes 15 percent personal and fatigue allowance.

The 3 rotary tubs replaced 8 tub files in one company and provided more
office space for other uses. Figure 22 shows a floor plan with the standup
tub files and rotary tubs only, ..'..::'-".

Handling Substitutions, Promotional Items, and Price Changes

The use of automatic tabulating equipment enables the buying department
to provide signals in the tub files for the substitution of items ordered and
control of special promotional items (commonly tenned "deals" in the industry),

In many instances, manufacturers provide special promotions and temporary
price reductions on regular items stocked. The processing of these items
among the thousands of items ordered regularly becomes difficult when manual
methods are used in the office.

Substitutions are generally made on similar items when brand names do
not conflict, on bulk merchandise, canned fruits and vegetables (priv3,te or

national label) particularly at the end of the season, olives of the same
brand but different pack sizes, sliced dried beef, and cane sugar for beet
or dark brown for light broT«m sugax.

As the buyer reviews "minimum" or "out" signal cards he decides whether
or not a substitution can be made. If a substitution can be made a card is
prepared for the item substituted and for the item used for substitution
(fig. 23), The substitution cards are cross-referenced by commodity code
number and placed in the card tubs. The card pullers fill orders on items as
substituted in the routine manner. When the item substituted is received and
cards are placed in the tubs, tne tabulating department receiving clerk pulls
both substitution notice signals and forwards to the buyer or destroys them,
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Figure 22,—Utilization of office space before
and after installation of rotary tub files.
Shows space saving and saving in travel
distance.

ITEM #

SUB. #

1. WHEN OUT

2. IMMEDIATELY

Figure 23.—A signal card
used to cross-reference
substitutions.

Generally the buyer is notified by the
broker or manufacturer as to promotional or price
adjusianents applying to regular items during
periods of special advertising or sales available
for retail distribution. There is an average of
65 to 75 special "deals" or promotional items in
effect at all times. Wholesalers support the
program by temporarily discontinuing shipments of
the regular items and then reinstate the regular
item upon completion of the promotion.

The method of handling deal items is similar
to the handling of substitutions. The buyer
places an order for the quantity desired. A tem-
porary commodity code number is assigned to the
special item. Substitution cards are prepared
for the special deal item and another for the
regular item. These cards are cross-referenced
by commodity code number and placed in the tubs.
The tabulating department is notified as to the
quantity covered by the promotion and, on receiv-
ing stock notification, places in the tub the
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required number of cards under the temporarily assigned code nunber. Card
pullers then fill orders on these items as orders are processed in the routine
manner from the order books. When the quantity covered by the promotional
allowance is exhausted or price adjustment is removed, deal cards and the tem-

porary commodity code are withdrawn, (Stock, if any, is transferred and signal
cards destroyed.) Regular items are then used to fill the orders.

Prices for an average of 1^0 to 200 items are changed weekly due to

changes in purchase price of the item or revision of the selling price. Fol-
lowing is the recommended method of changing the cards:

1. A price change notice is originated by the buying department,

2. The master commodity and pattern card is pulled from the files and

the price change data and number of cards in tub file is inserted,

3. The old pattern card is placed in the read side of the key punch
machine and a new pattern card is prepared on manual and machine punch basis

reproducing all data required,

h» The trailer card is placed on the reproducing machine and the quantity
required to replace incorrect cards is prepared,

5. The old incorrect cards are removed from tub files and quantity
compared, and the old cards are then discarded and new cards placed in tubs,

6, The new master card is listed on the accounting machine and a report
is submitted to the buying department to be checked for accuracy. In several
instances, where this report was prepared, an average of 2 to U errors daily
was discovered in pricing and quantity assignment, therefore it is important
that these changes be checked for accuracy.

An important consideration in obtaining greater productivity at the card
punch station is in reproducing change notices presenting all data in the same
sequence as the card column assignment of the commodity card (fig. 2U).

One wholesale food distributor verifies all price change computations •

mechanically by checking variation between cost and sell (profit) from the
new master (pattern) cards. This procedure is recommended when columns are
available on the commodity cards as the entire operation requires only a few
minutes of machine time daily. With this method errors are detected at
origination of the basic document. The method utilized is as follows:

1, Variation between cost and sell (profit) on retail customers is
computed and punched into card columns 1 - k*

2, Variation between cost and sell (profit) in institutional customers
is computed and punched into card columns 5-7.

3, On completion of all price changes, the new pattern cards are machine
listed, totals obtained of sell and cost, and cross-footed balances determined.
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Figure 2\x,—^A price change notice with data listed in the same sequence as on
canmodity cards.

Any resulting variations are disclosed by the machine listing and checked and
errors can then be corrected. The man and machine time required to process
price changes is as follows:

Average time to process
Element each price change

Minutes

Compute profit
Key punch nev: master cards
Sight check for accuracy
Reproduce new master cards for listing
Machine list all cards

Total

An average of .57 minute is required to process each price change. An
average of about 250 price changes are made each week, thus \\x2,$ minutes
would be required to process the price changes. The additional time required
for verification of accuracy in clerical and key punching operations totals
.21 minute per price change, or the time required to compute profit and machine
list all cards.

Handling Warehouse Location Changes With The Fixed and
Floating Slot Systems

The 2 basic methods used in storing merchandise in the warehouse and in
the order selection line based upon the customer's order are the floating slot
system and the fixed slot system. There are modifications and variations used
under both of these systems.
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With the floating slot system, merchandise received at the warehouse is
placed by warehouse receiving personnel in any vacant available slots on the
selection line, Tne receiving clerk writes the slot number on the receiving
ticket to indicate the warehouse location of the item. The tabulating depart-
ment then manually key-punches warehouse location numbers into the master com-
modity card for reproduction into all related cards. The slot assignment is

printed by accounting machine on the customer's invoice as an aid to the ware-
house order selector in finding items ordered by the retailer.

With the fixed slot system the location of merchandise in the warehouse
is predetermined and a fixed slot is assigned to each item on the basis of
weight, bulk and velocity. The respective items are then always stored in
the same slot on the selection line. The slot assignments are only reassigned
due to changes in sales velocity, seasonal changes, addition of new items, or
discontinuance of an item.

Whenever the warehouse location (slot assignment) of a particular item is

changed, with either the floating or fixed slot methods, it is also necessary
to change the commodity cards in the tub files. This must be done so that cus-
tomer invoices prepared on the tabulating equipment will list the items ordered
in warehouse slot sequence for order selectors in assembling the merchandise
ordered.

In addition to changes in warehouse locations, reports are also required
indicating warehouse merchandise damage for purposes of inventory control and
adjustment of tub files under any system of warehouse storage. Several com-
panies have reduced the necessity for different forms for information origi-
nating from the warehouse by combining various types of informative data onto
one form. Figure 25 shows one combination of such data onto a form. Use of
this form has reduced the cost of printing incident to maintaining and stock-
ing one form for slot changes and another for damaged stock withdrawals.

The method of assigning warehouse locations to items has an influence on
the efficiency of the office routine. With the floating slot system each item
received into tne warehouse must have a location number written on the receiv-
ing ticket. Delays from the time merchandise is stored and the tabulating de-
partment is notified of the receiving and the warehouse location average from
1,5 to 3 hours. An additional delay of from 15 minutes to 1 hour is encoun-
tered before cards are reproduced and placed in the tub file. With the float-
ing slot system warehouse location numbers must be manually key-punched into
the cards. Items received in the wholesale grocery business range from 900 to

1,700 weekly. Because of the manual operations in key-punching and the need
for warehouse personnel to write location numbers for each item received, the
possibilities of error are greater than with the fixed slot system.

With the fixed slot system, slots are assigned only at the time of
establishing the selection line. The receiving reports can be sent directly
to the tabulating department upon checking the merchandise without waiting
until the merchandise is stored in the slot. The need for manually key-
punching warehouse location numbers into the master card for each receiving
is eliminated. The possibility of error is less and limited to failure to
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REPORT
LOCATION CHANGE- DAMAGED MERCHANDISE
INITIfllf! DATE

QTY CODE DESCRIPTION PACK SIZE
LOCATION 1

FROM ICJ

DAMAGED MERCHANDISE TAKEN FROM STOCK

ROUTING (CHECK)
D TAB
n BUYING (FIXED SLOT CHANGES ONLY)

Figure 25.—A form used for re-
porting changes in warenouse
location of iten^.s and removal
of damaged merchandise from
stock.

notify the tabulating department when a
particular item is reassigned.

An average of 500 new items are added
annually to the dry grocery lines stocked by
wholesale food distributors. Reporting these
items whether a manual or mechanical system
is used requires preparation of forms designed
to notify various members in the organization
that a new item has been added to the inven-
tory. A notification of this type originates
with the baying department and is customarily
forwarded to the warehouse for assignment of
a location if a fixed slot location is used,
to the merchandising. department for assignment
of a commodity code, to the tabulating depart-
ment for punching data on the item into the
master card, and to the printing department
for insertion of the new item into the order
book and new item notice to customers.

Errors in the card punching operation
can often be eliminated and time saved by
using an item reporting form detailing the
item in the exact sequence assigned in the
various card columns on the tab commodity
cards (fig. 2b), In one instance where this
concept was utilized, productivity at the
card punch increased 20 percent.

Error Frequency in Card Pulling

Tests were conducted during the study of the various card pulling
operations as to the frequency of errors made by the card pullers. The results
of these studies indicated that personnel made relatively few errors after the
initial period of training. Experienced card pullers average approxmately
2 errors per day. The most canmon type of errors encou.ntered were pulling in-
sufficient or excess cards where a single card represents more than one case.
A number of errors were made in one company where the commoditv was sninped by
the warehouse in minimum quantities of 50 while unit cards in tub files^were in
multiples of 5 per card. These errors were reduced by placing a special color
tag on the di^/ider to alert the card pullers. Table 12 illustrates the type of
errors encountered during card pulling operations at various companies during
the study. The error rates in the companies checked averaged 0.3^5 percent or
3.u5 errors per 1,000 cards pulled.
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Figure 26,—A layout used by one company for reporting a new item.

Table 12.—Type and quantity of errors in card pulling operations

, Number
: of
cards

cnecked

Errors noted
Company : Number

: of
: errors

: Code

: number
: ordered

; Code
: number
: pulled ;

: Type of error

A I

B

C

1,196

: 1,782

\ 1,510

: Cases

; 2

• 1
1 :

: 1
1

: 1
: 3

: 1
: 1
: 1

: None ;

. 6-010

2-22U :

; 91-229
: 30-U55

51x-lt20

: 53-300 •

t 15-501
' 18-913
20-31U :

20-225
: 6-Olii <

2-22U !

> 90-329
. 31-U55
53-U20 ;

None !

X 15-501 :

' 18-913
20-31U :

Two cards pulled in error
Wrong number
Two cases ordered, one pulled

. Wrong third digit pulled
Wrong fourth digit pulled
Wrong fourth digit pulled
Missed items ordered
One card too many pulled
Not enough cards pulled
Not enough cards pulled

Totals : U,U88 : 13 :
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Use of all digits in the commodity code in straight sequence on the order

form and tub dividers results in more errors in card pulling operations as the

personnel must remember all digits. Experience has shown that use of a defi-

nite skip between ihe second and third digits in a 5-digit code on the divider

card separating the cards in the tub files reduces the errors considerably.

The end printing device utilized on the reproducing machine permits printing

of the code number on a "skip" basis. The various methods of end printing are

shown below:

Method of end-printing

15 001
150 01
15001

Recommended
Do not use
Do not use

The error ratio has little impact on the card pulling speed as shown in
table 13. Experience of the individual is the major influence on the error
frequency. For this reason, the following procedures can be applied to the

card pulling operation: (1) A number of orders pulled by new or inexperienced
personnel should be checked until the average error of desired incidence is
reached^ and (2) orders pulled by experienced personnel can be checked on a
nonrecurring and sporadic basis to ensure maintaining a proper relationsnip
between card pulling speed and errors made.

Table 13,—Card puller error frequency, speed and average order size for a
one-week period in one company

: Average : Cards : Errors
Cards ! number of ! Cards ! checked : Number : per

Employee I pulled ! cards pulled : for : of : 1,0U0
per order per hour j: errors errors : cards

A ! Ii;,l97
: 130 i437 : 5,030 . 6 1.19

B
! 17,It5l ! llii 582 ! 7,730 : 30 : 3.88

C : 22,877 : 163 : 602 J 10,185 : 22 : 2.16
D : 17,970 : 130 i 625 ' 9,865 ! 23 : 2.33
E : 30,033 : 255 : 801 ! 7,325 : 11 : 1.50
F : lli,258 : 115 : 505 • 5,875 : 13 ' 2.21

Total or j

average j 116,786 ! 151 592 • U6,010 ! 105 2.28

After the data were accumulated in this company, measures were taken to
improve the card pulling speed and accuracy. A program of intensive training
and close supervision of nex^ help was instituted until desired standards were
met. Orders were then spot-checked as to error frequency on all card pulling
operations and an incentive contest for a 2-month period was conducted. The
result of this program as reported by the company was a 75 percent decrease in
error frequency with card pulling productivity remaining constant.
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Preparation of Sales Invoices with Automatic
Tabulating Equipment

The infonnation shown imprinted on custaner invoices was generally uniform
araong the companies studied. The customer copy of the invoice usually shovied

the warehouse slot number, number of cases ordered and shipped, unit of ship-
ment, pack and size, commodity description, suggested retail selling prices,

cost per unit to customer, and total invoice amount. In most instances a copy
of the invoice containing the same information as the customer invoice is re-
tained in the company file. In addition the company copy of the invoice con-
tains a total cost of merchandise sold for use in profit and loss accounting.

Among the companies studied either a single copy invoice with a perforated
side strip or a multiple copy invoice with carbon inserts was used. Table ll\.

shoxifs the extent of useage of different types of invoices by the companies
studied,

]

Table Ih*—Type of invoice used by companies studied

Type of invoice

Single copy with perforated side strip,
Two-copy invoice
Three-copy invoice, , ,.,

Four-copy invoice
Five-copy invoice
Six-copy invoice

Total

; Number of

: companies j

; Percent
. of total

• •••«•

« * « « O « (

: Number

i 2

i 2

; 10 !

: 1
1

; Percent

! 10

: 10
50
20

t 5
5

: 20 100

The need for extra copies of the invoice is generally based upon the
desire of management and the need for maintaining proper control over sales.
In the majority of instances, one copy for the customer and a copy (carbon or
perforated side strip) is recommended as sufficient for the majority of whole-
sale food distributors (fig. 27). The retained copy can be processed in all
subsequent office operations for accounts receivable, statistical analysis,
and as a tracer copy.

The majority of companies studied used a 3-copy invoice as shown in
table 1[|. The original of these copies is sent to the customer, the duplicate
is a delivery copy that goes with the order and is signed by the customer and
returned by the truck driver as evidence of delivery. The duplicate copy is
then used for accounts receivable and statistical purposes and is retained as a
permanent copy in the customer file. The triplicate copy is an office tracer
copy, retained in the office in the event of loss of the first 2 copies. After
the tracer copy has been matched with the delivery copy it is used for statis-
tical purposes, filed in numerical sequence or destroyed.

In those instances where a fourth copy was prepared, this copy was
customarily used by the warehouse for accumulating cases selected by order
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1 9
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4
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1
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1 7

7 5

80
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51

7 164
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7 12 3 9

7 16 33

7 16 4 3

7 3 4 20

A
TOTAL

SUPPLIES

A
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AMOUNT

Figure 27.—A multipart invoice with an original and 2 carbon copies,

fillers and the tonnage of merchandise shipped. In addition, this copy was
used by the shipping department for scheduling and routing deliveries.

The 2 firms that prepared a $- and 6-copy invoice used a sectional system
of order assembly in the warehouse and provided an order filler in each section
with a complete copy of the invoice. With this system of order assembly it was
recommended that wiring controls be installed in the accounting machine for in-
structing the machine to begin printing commodities located in a different ware-
house section on the next page. This wiring is done on the control panel and
the skip is initiated by an instruction card that is sorted in with the order.
The instruction card impulses the accounting machine to begin printing items in
another vrarehouse section on the follovring invoice page by activating the tape
controlling the carriage used for feeding and spacing invoices through the
accounting machine. The invoice pages are then manually separated by warehouse
section and each order filler can be given those pages that pertain to his sec-
tion. VJith use of the skip cards it was possible to reduce the number of copies
from 6 to 3.

,

^::,. -, ;.

.
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Figure 28 shovrs a one-part invoice with a perforated side strip of the

type recoinmended for use by wholesale food distributors. This recommendation

is made because there is a substantial reduction in the number of copies of in-

voices prepared. A wholesaler with an annual sales volume of $6 million will

process in excess of 100,000 invoices annually. A reduction in the number of

copies prepared results in substantial savings in printing and filing costs.

The retained office copy or a summary operation (summary punch machine hookup

to accounting machine) summarizing the required arithmetical and statistical

data onto a punched card may be used for subsequent accounts receivable and

statistical operations. Also a load or delivery route sheet is always prepared

for the truck driver's use in making deliveries. This sheet is then used for

the customer's signature acknowledging delivery of the merchandise.

Y
CUSTOMER'S PORTION OF INVOICE PORTION RETAINED

BY WHOLESALER

o

o

DELIVERY AM
PM

TRUCK
.SOLO TO I.I , ,: , , , ,

o

o

o

o

PICK WEIGHT
1 1 L II 1

i : il 1

R PAGE
1 NO-

\ 1 ; ; 1

WAITING ASSEMBilRELEaSE
ED n ) CUSTOMER

NUMBER
PAGE INVOICE MO DAY YR CUSTOME
NO, NUMBER DATE NUMBEf

INVOICE MO DAY YR
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o

o
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o ..;„ ,:: .. . „ o

Figure 26.—A one-part invoice with a perforated side strip.

The extent of savings in paper cost with use of a single -copy invoice is

shovTn in table V~>, The cost data shovm in table 15 are based on printing costs
for the size paper indicated. No attempt has been made to determine the addi-
tional cost of filing extra copies of all customer invoices.

Another advantage of the single-copy invoice with tear-off strip is that
it pennits machine verification of the arithmetical accuracy of the machine
accumulations and totals.

Another illustrated single copy invoice with perforated side strip is
shov7n in figure 29. This particular copy has another tear-off strip along the
bottom for customer signature. Upon delivery of the order, the customer signs
in the proper space, the strip is separated and returned to the company by the
truck driver.
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Table l5.~A comparison of the paper cost of single-copy invoices with multi-
copy invoices for a firm using 100,000 invoices annually

:Cost per

, Invoice type : 1,000
:invoices

:Annual cost.

:for 100,000
: invoices

Additional cost for
: invoice carbon copies

ClOO^OOO invoices)
: Dollars : Dollars

*:

81i0 :

*: 1,700
: 2,700 :

'. 3,650 .

J U,650 :

: 5,650

Dollars

Single -copy
13-5/H" Y

, side strip tear-off
11" i 8 .i^o

.00

.00

.50

.50

.50

Multicoj

2-COP3
3-COP3

U-C0P3
5-COP3

6-COP3

3y 11-3A" X 11" :

r ; 17 : 860

r : 27 1,860
T , ...: 36 2,810
T : Ii6 3.810
T : 56

•
•

: U,810

STORE COPY

'^i.'L :y\,l.^^Z\f^7*'"3V.ZZ ' H 245946
OFFICE COPY O

^r cv.^or-....
H 245946 ^

SIOBE NO OEPT JMVOICE HO

""..".t ._..
1

..,

L, STORE ho' invoice no DATE (J

COST EITENEIOX (
J

o

n

n

fT)w

r\
\

vJ

n

r\

o
-< r\

STORE NAME INVOICE NO '
-I 1 1 v_y

o

a
- '" o

PCS GROCERIES CIGARETTES TOBACCO SNUFF DELIVERY RECEIPT "']

BfPACKS ADVERTISING WEIGHT

-.;"

1

Figure '.dy.

—

a single- copy invoice witn perroraten siae strip lor company use
and perforated bottom strip for delivery receipt and signature.
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Warehouse Scratch-Offs

A continual problem in billing operations and inventory control is

"warehouse scratch-offs." The inventory control (tub files) contain cards in-
dicating that the items are in the warehouse; cards are pulled on a customer
order, and invoiced. The warehouse selector cannot find the item ordered so
the item may be "scratched off" to indicate that the item has not been filled.

Warehouse scratch-offs may be caused by the warehouse order picker
selecting a wrong item causing a corresponding discrepancy in the quantity
shown on 2 items in the tub files, or an error can be made in the receiving
department by reporting an incorrect amount received resulting in an incorrect
quantity placed in tub files. There may be theft of merchandise in the ware-
house or merchandise may be damaged in the warehouse and not reported to the
tabulating department for adjustment of the tub files. Merchandise may be
withdrawn from warehouse stock for internal use such as cleaning supplies or

cafeteria usage without a report to the tabulating department.

When an item is not in stock the order selector either marks the out item
by circling the quantity or drawing a line through the entire line of printing.
The warehouse usually checks with the tabulating department on quantity of the

item in the tub files. If a large quantity is reported in the tub files a
further check is made in the warehouse to locate the item.

There are 2 basic methods used for correcting the invoice amount when
warehouse scratch-offs occur. With the first method the warehouse controls the
correction. The shipping clerk notes the scratch-offs, corrects the invoice
total, recomputes the fee and makes any other necessary corrections. The
advantage of this method is the corrected invoice is forwarded with the ship-
ment. Disadvantages of this method include: (l) The warehouse control of
computations results in possible loss of inventory control| (2) the delivery
truck departure may be delayed while invoices are being corrected; and (3) if '

invoice totals are summary punched in the tabulating department a separate con-
trol must be made to get the information to the tabulating department.

With the second method the tabulating department controls the correction.
Invoice totals are not changed with this method and a notation is stamped on
the invoice "Credit to follow on scratch-off." After the delivery is made, the
invoice is forwarded to the billing department for preparation of a credit mem-
orandum. This is the recommended method of handling warehouse scratch-offs and
includes the advantage of maintaining inventory control on warehouse scratch-
offs, the orgination of a credit memo serves as a method of analyzing the
extent of scratch-offs and delivery trucks are not delayed because orders are
processed as they are filled. Figure 30 shows a representative type of credit
memorandum used for warehouse scratch-offs.

The last column in the credit memorandum in figure 30 is left blank for
the insertion of cost on the retained copy for use in financial statement
accounting, - .

One wholesale food distributor, by studying the reason for warehouse
scratch-offs, shipped on the average 100 cases a week that might have been
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othervase deleted from the order. This vzholesaier is using a modified fixed

siot%ystem with night order selection and daytime receiving in the warehouse.

He had found that his warehouse scratch-offs were a result of merchandise being

left on the shir)oing dock overnignt, after being received; thus the item was

not in warehouse* stock at the tLme of selection. This condition was corrected

by having all msrchandise moved from the receiving dock and placed in selection

slots before orders were assembled by the night crew.

DEALER'S COPY
DIVISION NO.

DEALER REFERENCE
NAME NO. NO.

2. :="-'
3. r s : '-fi

4. "^A -

5. -11 ".

8. . JA .

•-ADDRESS lis \i ^J-H-U

LOT OR
SLOT NO.

CODE NO.
PACK

OR WEIGHT
DESCRIPTION QTY. PRICE EXTENSION

/
<\XY ^

A</ A.)
r9-'/>4^O vX/^

\^"
\

GROC- PROD. MEAT FROZEN
FOOD SUNDRY A/C SHIPMENT

. 1

AlRtHOtiail DIRECT T<DTALS %

Figure 30, --A representative type of credit memorandum.

Slots Empty Report

One company using a fixed slot system in the warehouse has developed a
slots empty report by utilizing the master card when the tub quantity becomes
exhausted. When a card puller obtains the last commodity card in the slot
denoting that the item is exhausted, the master card is also pulled. At the
end of the day, caixis are sorted in slot sequence and listed by the accounting
machine in slot sequence.

This list, known as a slots empty report, is submitted to the warehouse
where a warehouseman checks the warehouse slots with the reporto In slots
where any stray cases are located, a notation is made on the list and the list
is returned to the tabulating department where cards are reproduced as needed,
to reinstate cases for subsequent order fillingo
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Use of the slots empty report resulted in accelerated warehouse filling of
empty slots because the report showed empty slots and the company was immediate-

ly aware of the need for filling them, Tne report also enabled the tabulating
department to reduce the out situation somewhat as stray cases are restored
to tub stock. An average of 20 to 30 cases were added weekly in this ccmpany
representing an average of $5,200 to $7,800 annually of merchandise sold on an
accelerated basis. Ordinarily, these stray cases would not be accounted for
until the next physical inventory or slot reassignment. Table 16 shows a sum-
mary of the number of empty slots as reported by the tabulating department and
number of cases actually in the slot. Figure 31 shows a typical slots empty
report.

Table 16.—Number of empty slots as reported by the tabulating department of
days of the week and number of stray cases found in the slots as experienced
in one company

Date [ Day of week]
Number of empty

slots -tub record
: Stray cases reported

by warehouse

September 16 : Monday ;

September 17 : Tuesday
September l8 : Xifednesday ;

September 19 : Thursday
September 20 : Friday

Number

72
66
78

: , 80

5h

; Cases

\ 8

: 9
lii

5
: 9

Total t ;

'

350 i h$

DAILY EMPTY SLOTS

SEPTEMBER 20 195V

COMMODITY""
NO. SLOT NO.

MILK BABY 1005
DISPOSITION

CS -48

„ DE3CRJPIJ0N

eoiRDY EVAP8554

S53

1554

CS

CS

12

6
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HO OT FINE CUT CARROTS

3ViUGL CERBER CHOPPED BEEF

146-7

ISOl

IBOTT808 CS 24

ISSTS lit 12 ES SCUFF KOTE Lia BROU 185-7

18^5

2392'

250-7

2516

n i4«

CS

CS

24

3 n 7FRTA VANTLA PUDDINC

BOUTIDY HOUSE 'S'Afl'Dlil BAGS15372
12000 6 350ISANALAC NO FAT DR MILK

-16-712 CS 12 Q^BALL WIDE MOUTH CAP 67
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Figure 31,—^A typical slots empty report.
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Flow of Paperwork in Preparation of Customer Order

The flow of papen^ork and procedures involved in the preparation of
customer order (fig. 32) was similar at each of the companies studied and is

as follows: (l) Order is received from the customer and the order desk reviews
the order and adds any specialty orders; (2) customer name and address cards are
pulled from the tub files; (3) canmodity cards are pulled for each item ordered;

(U) commodity cards are sorted into warehouse slot sequence; (5) the invoice is
prepared on the accounting machine and sent to warehouse for order assembly and
delivery with the office copy retained in the file; (6) a summary card is simul-
taneously prepared on the summary punch which is connected with the accounting
machine. The summary card is used for preparation of sales reports by customer,
sales and cost of sales for invoice statements, and for accounts receivable; and
(7) commodity cards are retained and used for sales reports by commodity class.

ACCOUNTltVJG
MACHINE

SUMMARY
PUNCH

CUSTOMER
ORDER NAME

'TO15"

SORTER

ADDRESSJ • COMMODITY •s ^^ m
2.

J=r

r—i
INVOICE

CUSTOMER
COPY

C
CARDS

I
SUMMARY
CARD

OFFICE
COPY

COMMODITY
GLASS
REPORTS

US DEPARTMEMT OF AGRICULTURE

SALES
REPORTS

NEG 6229-58(5) AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERV(CE

Figure 32.—Paperwork flow in preparation of customer order on tabulat-
ing machines.

Batch Billing Method of Invoice Preparation
and Inventory Control

One of the leading electronic machine manufacturers has developed a method
of preparing customer invoices combined with inventorj^ control by use of the
"batch billing" method using an electronic calculating punch. This method sub-
stitutes manual key punching for manual pulling of cards from tub files and all
subsequent data is inserted into the cards by the electronic calculating punch.
To provide for economical processing, orders should be received not less than
hQ hours before delivery and all orders should be processed in not more than
2 batches daily.

The basic procedures and steps for the batch billing method of invoice
preparation and inventory control is shown in figure 33 and are as follows:
(1) Order form is prepared by retailer. (A sample page of the order form is
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shown in figure 3U); (2) the commodity card is key punched for each item
ordered including the customer number (mechanically duplicated into each suc-
ceeding card of the order), the stock number, and the quantity ordered; (3) re-

ceipt cards are prepared for each item received into the Wcirehouse during the

day and are placed in front of order cards and sorted by stock number with re-
ceipts preceding corresponding order cards in each stock groupj (U) receipt
and order cards from step 3 are matched against stock-balance cards and merged
with balance cards that matchj (5) a blank card is filed behind each stock-
number group and becomes the new balance card; (o) cards are then processed
through the electronic calculating punch to gang punch product name, calculate
new inventory value, calculate and punch units shipped, extend total cost and
retail selling price, identify cards with incomplete shipments, and gang punch
descriptive data and balance factors into blank cards for new balance—summary
cards; (7) cards are sorted between old balance, nev: balance, receipts, and
commodity; (8) new balance is merged—summary cards with stock balance file;

(9) commodity cards are sorted into customer number sequence; (10) name and
address cards are merged witn coromodity cards; and (11) invoices are prepared
on the accounting machine. From this point the order is handled in the same
manner as orders processed from tub files.

CUSTOMER
ORDER

<]
ORDER
CARDS

KEY-PUNCH
With SELF-
CHECKING
DEVICE

RECEIPT
CARDS

COLLATOR

US DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE

ELECTRONIC
CALCULATING
PUNCH

, SORT a
7-#-9(. MERGE

INVOICE

ACCOUNTING
MACHINE

NAME a
ADDRESS
CARDS

NEG 6230-58 (5) AGRICULTURAL MARKET I NG SERVICE

Figure 33.—^v^orkflow for the batch billing method of processing customer
grocery invoices.

The order form shown in figure 3ii has a 5-digit code number for items
carried in stock plus a smaller number that is used as the self-checking digit
number to verify the accuracy of the card punch-^operator in punching numbers
into cards.
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er

Name
Oate Ordered

store Numb Address

Shi

ber

pping Dale

Territory Nurr

November 18, 1957

Ship B>

21996" 22175" 22284"

222869
222927 ._.,..

224527

224576

224592

226449 228718 232256

21998° 22180"

221903

221952.........;.

22873" 232306

219998T-0 228759 232355

22000"

223602

•:-;-;-.*.'?oo

22'*»&>-'''-'''

225003

.
.''.'*''

'

'*•**!•

'kL'c-::.y:-.-_.^
.

232405

220053,.....;.:.;.:;^
22750" ••:•:•:••

.•,•.•• '

•••••••iijd483 222356 223628 227538

220509 22236" 22364" 225052 227652

220525 222372 224006 227702

220541 222398 224022 225557 227301 229823

229849

234005

220586 222406 224048

220582 222455 224063 234153

221002 222471 224089 225755 229898 234179

221028 222497 224105 234187

221036 222521 22993° 234195

221051 222539
222547

22793"

22794"

227959

234203

221101

221226 222562 22420" 231001 234252

221309 22260" 225821 228106

228197

228239
221358 23262° 224253 234302

22142" 222646

222679
224287 22590"

225953

225987

22610°

226159

226183

221473 231258

231303

231407

234351

221507 222687

222695

222703
222729

222745

224329

224345

22436°

221556
22158°

228296

22851°

228536

234401

221606 224386 232009 234450
221622 226209

226258

226308

235002
22163°

222802
224402
224451

224501

232108 23S051
221655 228676 2351 Qi

221703 222828 226357 228692 232231 235127

Figure 3U.—A page of an order book used with the batch billing
method of processing custaner invoices.

The self-checking number device consists of an attachment on the card

punch machine. This device permits punching and verification of numerical codes

simultaneously by the machine. This method of verification finds approximately

97 percent of key punch or source document coding errors. It is particularly
adaptable among wholesalers for punching and verifying of account numbers, cus-
tomer numbers, and commodity code numbers.

The method developed for determining the self-checking digit is as follows:

(1) Unit position and each alternate position of the basic code number are mul-
tiplied by 2 J (2) digits in product and digits in basic code number not multi-
plied by 2 are cross added j (3) crossfooted total is subtracted from next higher
number ending in zeroj and (h) the difference is the check digit. The determin-
ations are computed by the self-checking device automatically when it is
attached to the card punch machine.

Examples of the computations for establishing the self-checking digit are
shovm in table 17. The examples are drawn from the order book shown in
figure 3lt using the lowest number (21996^), an intermediate number (22505^) and
the highest number (235127).
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Table 17,—Computation of self-checking digit for commodity code numbers in
figure 3I4

Self-checking procedure Low number
Intermediate

number
High number

Basic code number : 21996*^

First digit and each alter- :

nate digit : 2 9 6
Multiply by 2 2

Product :
^~9~2

Digits not multiplied by 2,,: 19
Cross add : 5+1+9+9+2 = 26

Next higher number ending :

in zero : 30
Subtract cross-added total,.:
Check digit : h
Self- Cheeking number : 21996^

22505^ : 23512^

255 : 252
2 ; 2

510
2

5+2+1+0+0 = 8

10

—
Toir
3 1

5+3+0+1+U 13

20

225052 : 23512*7

The batch billing system is considered satisfactory where customer orders
are received at definite, scheduled times and small will-call or rush orders
are held to a minimum. Newer developments in electronic highspeed computers are
causing wholesale food distributors vdth large sales volumes to restudy and re-
examine their present systems because of these new developments.

The equipment utilized for the batch-billing method includes the basic
equipment customarily used in a tabulating department plus extra card punch
machines, preferably with the self-checking digit attachment, a collator, and
an electronic calculating punch with an attached punch unit, Tne equipment used
by one wholesale food, distributor studied in the batch billing operation is

shown in table I8. This company processes from 35,00U to 36,000 cards weekly
with an annual sales volume of over $10 million.

Table 18,—Equipment utilized and approximate monthly rental with batch billing
method

Machine descriptions :Nunber of
: machines

: Approximate monthly
: rental

•
•

Accounting machine ,..........,...............: 1 : $ U3U.^0
Sorter , : 1 : 60.50
Collator : 1 :! 110.00
Document orieinatine punch ..,................: 1 : 137.50
Card punches with self-checking device : 2

Card punch (no self-checking device) : 1

Electronic calculating Dunch j 1

! 99.00
: 66.00

U62.00
Punch unit for electronic calculating punch.,: 1 170.00

Total anproximate monthlv rental. : 1^1,539,50
•
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The collator is a machine used for interfiling or merging groups of cards.

The machine collates by comparing 2 different cards (each in a separate deck)

and merging the car*ds in any desired sequence. In the batch billing operation
this machine is used in the merging operation detailed in steps U., 8, and 10 of

the procedure flow shown in figure 33. . .

BN-6178'

Figure 35.—An electronic calculating
punch.

The electronic calculating punch,
shorn in figure 35 > reads factors
punched into cards and performs addi-
tion, subtraction, crossfooting, and
multiplication operations. These re-
sults are punched into the cards at a
constant speed of 100 cards per minute.
Another machine serves as a punching
unit when connected with the calculat-
ing punch. In the batch billing opera-
tion, these machines are used for cal-
culations and extensions of balances
and inventory balances as shown in step
6 of the procedure flow in figure 33.

Table 19 shows the cost experdence
in one company that changed from the
tub file method to the batch billing
method. The sales volume of this com-

pany was in excess of $10 million.

Table 19.— Changes in monthly tabulating costs with use of batch billing com-

pared with tub file method

Cost element
1 Costs eliminated
:from tub file basis
: with change

lAbor
Card pullers
Produce billing
Additional key-punch costs

Machine
Electronic calculating punch with
punch unit

Two additional key-punches with
self-checking device

Collator
Reduction in rental of document-
originating machine by elimination
of numbering device

Total cost change
,

Total monthly saving

Dollars

720.00
660.00

2U.20
1,U0U.20

Additional costs

incurred with batch
billing method

Dollars

300.00

632.00

99.00
93.50

TJlSin^O""
279.70
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Prior to installation of batch billing procedures, the comparxy billed
prodace with hand methods; with installation of batch billing, produce sales
x^ere macnine billed. Tne overall monthly saving with baton billing method
totaled '$279.70 and part of this saving can be attributed to the use of tabu-
lating equipment for produce billing.

Key punchers averaged 1,156 cards per hour with orders of 200 cases in the
batch billing operation (table 20). Card pullers at a stand-up file would have
a productivity of approximately 8OO cards per hour and with a rotary file would
total approximately 1,000 cards per hour. With the batch billing method the

key punch operator has to manually punch the quantity ordered and the commodity
code into blank cards for invoice preparation. The manual punching consists of
either 1 or 2 digits for the quantity ordered and 5 digits for the commodity
code. As shown in table 20, cards are punched at the rate of more than 1,000
per man-hour.

Table 20.—Productivity of the key punch operators with batch billing methods

Operator

A
B

Total or average

Productive time 1/

Man-minutes

52.32
37.60
957^2

Number of

cards punched
Number

1,125
665

Cards punched
per hour
Number

1,790

1,220
1,061
itlF^

1/ Includes l5 percent personal and fatigue allovxance.

Out-of-Stock Reports

Many wholesale food distributors try to supply the superette and super-
market operators affiliated with them with all of their store needs so the re-
tailer can devote all of his attention to selling and merchandising in the
store. Since the wholesaler assumes most of the retailer's buying function,
the management of the wholesale food distribution business finds it helpful to
obtain a daily out-of-stock report. This report is frequently used as a measure
of the job their company is doing in supplying retailer needs.

There are 2 basic methods used in preparing out-of-stock reports
mechanically. With the first method the card puller pulls a "urdt out" card
for each item out of stock to indicate the fact that an order has been placed
for the item but it is not in stock. With the second method the card puller
posts the item ordered but not shipped to a "tally out" card. With both
methods, unit out cards or tally out cards are machine processed with use of
accounting machines to prepare the out-of-stock report (fig. 36).

With the unit out card method whenever commodity cards in tub files are

exhausted a supply of out cards (10 to 25) is reproduced on the reproducing

machine or pulled from a reserve tub and placed in working tubs. The unit out

card is similar to the regular commodity card with all data prepunched plus an
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Figure 36,—Two types of out cards used by wholesale food dis-
tributors •

oat indication and it is usually a different color from regular conmodity cards.

As cards are pulled to fill the order, the card puller also pulls out cards on
all items ordered but not filled. The out cards are processed with the balance
of cards and invoice is prepared including a listing of out items. The out
cards are separated from the rest of the commodity cards and are sorted into
commodity code sequence and machine processed to prepare an out report (fig, 37)

•

With the tally out method whenever commodity cards in tub files are
exhausted, a single tally out card is inserted in tubs. The tally out card con-
sists of a regular commodity card with the tally imprinted on the reverse side
and all data, except quantity is prepunched in the card. As cards are pulled
to fill the order, the card puller posts quantity ordered but not filled on the
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1 2 56 ITEMS MARKED OUT

i 1 60 12 14 iiL 7 a PETTI JOHNS CEREAL 222 1Q434

3 1 7 y

3 3 4 7

3 222

1 TEA TABLE GRAN MEAL
""3 r^ r"3

—

m—DT pills GINGtWHULAU

1 \a 13'^Oi NESTLE TOLL HOUSE COOK

332 10820

"fr5"4

3 7 6

1 1 b 33

116 16

: 4 y

4 ? 3 y

4 307

12 IS 81 NESTLE tVERUY COCOA

T~E CTHTP C H K N N II L t SOUP

4H CAMPBELLS VEG SOUP

530 14529

y ^7

4 4 6 4

id b 1 2 5

2 5 15 7

4 335

4 28 4

4 28 4

4 8 CA\«P VEG BEEF SOUP

~3~B CAMP VEGtIAklAN rE"C STT

4b CAMPBELLS CLAM CHOWDER

4194 25163

1116

69 9

2 b 1 6b

2 52 11

3 26 6

3 28 8

24 15 Ui SNO^S CLAM ChOWOER
"1 515 5r^ S PR I RITR ITTT' SMACKS

3 12 12 Ui STAR CHOPPED HAM

523 25221

4 7 9

15 9 9

2 H 1 4

2 8 3 14

3 4 90

4 4 3

3 46 8

2 4 303 SUPERBA WHOLE HEKTS
"3 2"5 mi P A C K t P S G R A P E I- K U I I SEC

1 24 23 SUP PMvEAPPLE CRUSHED

321 29107

138 6

5 2 1

3 4 7 12

3 5616

4 26 8

4 as

7

3 271

2 2 4 u^ BIG roP SHtKHKT PNUT

""s 3'4 5 vfuT B~rG nrp g o b l e t p n u r b"

4 12 16 uz IGA SALAU DRESSING

1486 41105

17 9 8

1156

4 1106

4 17 2

1800

{"EIGHT) (RETAIL SALES VALUE)

358.26 ,

(BUSIKESS LOST)

Figure 37.—An out-of-stock report prepared with use of unit out cards

with totals of weight, retai± sales value, and wholesale value (busi-

ness lost) shown,

tally out card in succeeding blocks to indicate the number of times ordered by

customers. The invoice is prepared but out items cannot be indicated on the

saxes invoice. At tne end of the day tally out cards are removed from tub

files and quantity ordered is totaled. The tally out cards are machine listed

and then totals ordered posted, extended and totaled on a calculator for the

out report (fig. 38).

With both methods the location of iteins out of stock in the tub files is

facilitated by reversing the tub file divider and having the commodity identi-

fication tag insert printed on a color (red) card. This notifies the card

puller and reproducing machine operator that out cards are in the tub. In some

instances, the out card contains a buyer identification for sorting of the

cards for preparation of the "out" report by buyer sequence.

In many instances, a delay occurs in preparing the out cards because card

pullers, when the last card in tne tub is puiled, must notify the reproducing

machine operator to reproduce a supply of out cards for insertion in the tubs.

Several wholesale grocers have solved this problem by maintaining a reserve

supply of out cards in a tub file for most items carried in stock.
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Figure 38 «—An out-of-stock report prepared with use of

tally cards, showing units marked out and number of

customers (stores column) affected by the outs. If

desired, the units can be extended to shov; the dollar
value.

A file was used in one firm for carrying a
reserve supply of approximately [i9,8UO cards

(fig. 39). Out cards can be used many times.
The file drawers were identified by item code

number to identify the cards contained in the

respective drawers.

With use of the out card file an annual
saving of |1,835 in labor and $275 in cards was
reported by one company. In an average week be-

tv?een 300 to itOO items are out of stock in this
company. The advance preparation of out cards

reduced the delays in getting out cards into
the tubs by 72,5 percent.

Table 21 shovjs a comparison of the cost of
preparing an out-of-stock report with the unit
out card and tally card methods. Actual cost
data for a wholesale food distributor using the
tally out card method are compared with esti-
mated costs based on studies of firms using the
unit out card method. For purposes of the com-
parison, a total of 3^6 items are reported out
of stock for one week and these 356 items rep-
resent a total of 2,08U cases not shipped or

out of stock. Card pulling speed is assumed to
be 920 cards per hour.NEG. 623I-58C5)AMS

Figure 39.- -A file for storing Because of the savings in labor and
out cards. equipment use of the tally out card method is
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recommended. In addition to the dollar savings the tally out card method shows
the number of customers ordering the item out of stock which is not provided
with the unit out card. With the tally out card method, items ordered and out
of stock are not listed on the invoice. If an order book with separate mailing
sheets is used to place the order, retailers in most instances will not object
to items out of stock not being listed on the invoice.

Table 21.—A comparison of the weekly cost of preparing out-of-stock reports
with 2 methods

Method : Labor cost : Machine cost ! Card cost : Total cost

Unit out card method ;

Tallv card method.

Dollars :

10.32 !

: 9.it5

.87

Dollars

22.18
2.61

5 19.57

. Dollars : Dollars

' 2.65 ; 35.15
.kS t 12.51

: 2.20 : 22.6U

"Weekly saving with tally •

card method .j

Using Available Tabulating Equipment Time to Prepare
Helpful Byproduct Reports

The speed of the tabulating equipment combined with the fact that the cards
used originate with the invoicing operation leaves time for the preparation of
byproduct reports that are helpful to management in the operation of the busi-
ness. These usually consist of: (1) Analysis of commodity sales by individual
items or family groups for turnover and gross or retail profit analysis

j

(2) analysis of sales by customer and sales representative j and (3) stock status
summaries

.

The preparation of daily gross profit reports by commodity "family" class
is prevalent among wholesale food distributors for a 2-fold purpose; (1) Anal-
ysis of sell and cost on daily basis of all cards processed serves as verifi-
cation of machine arithmetical accuracy in processing customer orders; and
(2) reports for management analysis as to the turnover of various commodity
groups on a biQrer, branch and territory basis.

One company, by analyzing the identical cards, prepares 8 types of reports
for various executives. The retail sales price and warehouse cost was reported
as follows: (1) By branch and delivery zone; (2) by branch and commodity class;

(3) by branch, delivery zones, and merchandise buyer by commodity class; (U) by
branch, delivery zone, and merchandise buyer; (5) by branch and merchandise
buyer; (6) by warehouse, delivery zone, and ccanmodity class; (7) by warehouse
and commodity class for canpany owned retail stores; and (8) by warehouse and
commodity class for independent retail stores.

Figure kO shows a daily gross profit report with the cost, amount sold to
stores, and the number of cases sold. Figure Ul shows a report issued monthly
and includes 2 additional features: (1) Total tonnage (weight) sold; and
(2) the retail sales value obtainable by customers if the retail prices suggest-
ed by the company are followed.
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Figure UO.—A daily gross profit report with
analysis by family groups of items.

Figure 1|1.—A monthly gross and retail price analysis
by family groups of items.
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Another type of report issued by sone companies as byproduct information
includes a sales analysis with the following information: (1) Sales by prod-
uct group - grocery, produce, frozen food, and meat; (2) sales by method of

payment - cost plus, regular, institutional, cash sales, and other; (3) sales
by customer J and (k) sales by field representatives, A report of this type
(fig. U2) shows a weekly sales analysis by customer, product group, and sales
representatives.

PAUL JONES
MARCH 1957
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Figure U2.—^Weekly sales analysis by field representative, customer, and
product group.

The stock status report is primariiy designed to inform the buyers on
turnover in terms of units sold, stock on hand or on order. It is used to de-

termine movement of each commodity inventoried and enables the buyer to pro-
ject buying requirements (fig. U3).
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MONTH
CURRENT TO

BUYER WEEKS DATE
nODF COMMODITY SALES SALES

PRIOR
MONTH
SALES

YEAR
TO
DATE
SALES

ON
HAND

ON
ORDER

._.
i

1 24 15 SL AOPLESAUCE GLS llj 31

1 24 303 SWEET LIFE APPLES35 4l| 108

10 2: 824

25 9, 2 46 3

7 1
I

5 8

13 4

2 51

95

9 99 9

9 99 9

9 99 91 24 8 SW LIFE APPLESAUCE 11| 32

1 24 303 JESSO APPLESAUC5

1 24 303 MOTTS APPLESAUCE

54) 237

651 133

320| 2 307 2 6 6

158

76

25

20

4 4

38 3 3 089

1 12 25 yOTTS APPLESAUCE 28 6 1 15 4 5 38

1 24 303 S L APPLEBERRY SCE 26 26 9

1 6
-

38

7

2 1

3 2

4 4 2

16 5

34 2

5 8

107

•239

17 4

6

16

42

9 9 9 9 9

5 9

39

4 2

34

9 99 9

4

20

9 99 9

50

9 99 9

9 99 9

3 5

9 99 9

1 24 2 / SLIFE WH PEEL APRCT 4i 9

10 171 24 303 S LIFE WH PEEL APRC

1 24 2/ S L WH UNPLD SPRjCT

1 24 BUF SLIFE HV UI^JP APRCOT

1 24 303 LIBBY '.V PEEL APRCT

2j 3
i

9 9 99! 4

7| 10

1 24 2/ LIBBY HV UNP APRCOT

1 24 BUF LIBBY HV UMP APRCOT

6 10

10 20

4 12

1 7

2

4 7

127

23 1

33 41 24 303 S LIFE BLUEBERRIES

1 24 300 ONE PIE BLUEBERRIES 2 10 3 1 2 6 3 27 9 99 9

Figure U3.—A weekly stock status report.

The machine preparation of the reports shown and described in this section
utilizes only the sorter and accounting machine. In some instances with use of
the summary punch, balances are carried forward or accumulated daily, then
weekly, and finally monthly to prepare the reports. Preparation of these cards
can be accomplished only if machines are available, particularly the accounting
machine. These reports will generally require from 1 to 3 hours daily if all
commodity cards are analyzed.

Utilization of Receiving Cards for Byproduct Reports

VJholesalers process receivings through the reproducing punch to prepare
both an inbound tonnage report and slot verification report. The procedures
are as follows: (1) The receiving report is obtained from the warehouse and
the master commodity card is pulled. The reproducing punch operator obtains
a prenumbered card from the master deck with warehouse slot noted representing
quantity to be punched plus one (for example, if UO cases are received, Ul cards
are reproduced) j (2) prenambered cards are inserted behind the master card and
placed in the read unit of the reproducing punch; (3) the reproducing punch
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reproduces the quantity of cards required while simultaneously end-printing
commodity code number and serial numbers. The extra card is removed for use as

inbound tonnage report and slot verification and the balance of the cards are

filed in active tubs; and (k) a single card is key-punched as to actual quan-
tity received and accounting machine listed in slot sequence. This list is

checked by warehouse personnel and in many instances discloses 2 to 3 errors or

slot reassignments daily. These errors would not be discovered for several

da3'"S if this check vias not made and sales losses may result. Cards are tnen

extended (comptometer or calculator) as to quantity times weight and quantity
times cost price. Cards are sorted into commodity code sequence and accounting
machine listed in duplicate with one copy used for the inbound tonnage report
and the second copy used for posting directly to th6 buyer's stock cards. A
report prepared for slot verification is shovm in figure kh»

COMMODITY
CODE

NUMBER

12238 CS 2^

DESCRIPTION

701TINS MIXED NUTS

WAREHOUSE NUMBER
SLOT OF

NUMBER CASES

212V

656-=i CS 12 AOIKI TCHEN BOUQUET 231'7' •40

23S-4 CS 4.B evzOlCHI CK OF SEA CH STY TU 2393 SO

2615 CS 4e V%02SL SILVER SIDE SALMON 2^05 120

281 CS 24.#2 OT SLICED PI NE APPLE SiDSB 7^

1TS85 CS liALINCO BLEACH DEAL 2523 lOS

S90 CS 2-*#2 RDY P I NEAPPLE .JU ICE 25t5o 4.S

12-^1 CS 24 BViUlOT MEDIUM EARLY PEAS 25V-4 120

1048 CS 24 eoi-RDY CR STYLE GOLD CORN 2592 140

52'74« CS 12 OTRDYS CIDER VINEGAR 2604 lOO

ITSVO CS 12 QThI LEX 2606 200

16548 CS 72 ZOOSHEET SCOTT I ES NO S220 2612

'726V-^ CS'''l2320ZGLS'C/WSW£:£T PRUNE JUICE

60

26lo 233

16214 CS 96 HiCHARi-lIN TISSUE WHITE
1 _ .

2618

15204 CS 24 SyzOZPOST' SUGAR CRISP 2624 156

16514 CS 12 48 NO 113 ECON MODESS 2635 VO

16264 CS 48 KLSOFT UEVE YELOW TISSUE 2642

16252 CS100#30 SOFT UEVE WHITE TISSUE 2TO'7

42

36

16294 CS 50#14 SCOTT ROLL TOWELS 2715 72

16216 CS 96 RLCHARMIN COLORED TISSUE 2728 25O

18492* CS 24 liSURF LARGE 2746 15

17674 CS XiAHI LEX 2ao5 400

16570 BO 12 GOOD VALUE BROOMS 2825

15770 CS 4 XOl&PUR I NA DOG CHOW 2826

40

40

15188 CS 24 X201POST CRAPENUT FLAKES 3007 198

15458 CS 24 S^OIRICE CHEX 3011 66

12348 CS 12 X20IRDY MEDIUM NOODLES 3016 240

Figure UU»—An inbound receiving warehouse slot veri-
fication report.
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"When the purchase order is not originated by a machine method, additional

clerical tiifie is required to code receivings for pulling pattern cards and also

to post items received on the stock cards usually kept by the buyers. Repro-

duction of the extra card at the time of preparing receipt cards for tub files

serves to reduce the posting time when the stock cards are kept iri commodity

code sequence.

In one instance, the estimated clerical costs saved by eliminating the

need for coding each item received and skip posting to buyer's cards by substi-

tution of one extra card through the reproducing machine amounted to approxi-

mately 115 hours weekly. At this company, clerical time was needed to code

each item received as reported by the warehouse. In addition, the buyer's

stock cards were maintained in related groups rather than in vendor sequence

making it necessary to post warehouse receivings on a skip-posting basis be-

cause items are not kept on buyer's cards in straight numerical sequence. A

sequence of listing on a buyer's stock card at one cccipany follows:

Code sequence

25 861

25 869
25 632
25 639
93 030

1x2 758

U2 750

Item

12/5 02. Lea Perrin Sauce
12/10 oz. L & P Worcester Sauce

12/2 oz. Bouquet Seasoning
12/i4. oz. Bouquet Seasoning
12/1 qt. Bouquet Seasoning
1 lb. Accent Seasoning
2lj./l 02. Accent Seasoning

As shown in the time study data in table 22, the productivity of clerical
personnel was increased more than 100 percent by eliminating the need for cod-
ing each receiving item and skip posting to buyer's card with use of one extra
card through the reproducing machine.

Table 22.—A comparison of clerical posting time required with former and
improved methods

Former method Improved method

Warehouse Receivings ]

Five-digit
coding of !

warehouse :

' receivings ;

Skip
posting ;

to buyer's :

stock card

Total :

: No coding and
sequence post-
ing to buyers

: stock card
Vendors ! Items ; Man-minutes ; Man-minutes ;: Man-minutes Man-minutes

liO

U5
37 !

25 ',

192 i

' 2U8 1

: 22U
196
175

• 907

108.57 i

97.92
: 87.98
: 77.82 :

31.10 ;

: U03.39 i

126.85
: ll,'i.58

: 100.25
89.51 :

32.7li

U63.93

: 235.U2
212.50 !

: 188.23
167.33 :

63.81i

'. 867.32 ;

\ 113 c3U

102.37
89.57
79.98

: 29.25

'. iau.5i

Number of items posted per man-hour 63 131
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Machine Room and Tub File Layout

The effective utilization of tabulating equipnent for the grocery billing
operation requires that the tub files and machines be arranged in such a way
as to reduce travel time from tub file to tub file and frcan machine to machine
to a minimum.

The proper arrangement of the tub files in the tabulating department
requires that: (1) Tub files be placed in item code sequence to provide rapid
access to files with minimum travel. The tub file area will require more
travel by personnel than any other single operation in the tabulating depart-
ment; (2) the first tub file (usually name and address cards) be placed at the
starting point nearest to the customer order receiving point (mail room or
order desk); (3) the reproducing machine be located as near the tub files as

practicable since most machine utilization for this machine consists of repro-
ducing cards for the tub files; (k) the last tub file be close to the machine
area to reduce travel time to the equipment and at a point near the starting
point for new oixiers; and (5) the card punch machines be placed in any avail-
able area away from the traffic flov; as the principal use of these machines
consists of changing master cards for price changes, slot changes, and other
variable data. If practicable, location adjacent to the reproducing machine is

recommended as this will reduce travel time between these 2 machines. Most of
the cards originated on the card punch machines will be immediately reproduced
on the reproducing equipment.

The proper layout of the machine room utilizes the following principles:

(1) The machine work center will include the accounting machine, sorter, and
the summary punch machine if one is used; and (2) if possible, the machines
should be placed in a room separated by a partition from the tub room to pre-
vent machine noise from interfering with the card pulling operation.

The installation of the tabulating equipTient was dependent entirely upon
the space assigned to the department in the majority of the companies studied.
Consequently, space limitations dictated the layout to a great extent. An
effective tabulating department layout installed at one medium sized wholesale
food distributor is shown in figure h$» Space has been utilized to the utmost
by installing equipment in the most effective position.

Improved Layout of Tub Files

The proper layout of the tub files is important; figure 1^6 shows a partial
floor plan illustrating the placement of the tub files with a recaiimended lay-
oat. In this operation, large orders (orders in excess of 1,000 cases per week)
are pulled on a section-to-section basis with pullers stationed at various
locations. Large size orders represent approximately 30 percent of the busi-
ness in this firm. Table 23 shows the travel distance with the existing lay-
out and with the recommended layout. A saving of 18 feet or more than 2? per-
cent in walking distance would be accomplished with the recommended layout.
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Cord
Punch

Summary Punch ^
Machine A-

Desk

t START— TUBS
-* ^

Reproducing
Machine

FINISH

Cord Files Work Toble

r-
TUBS

8 7

Opening i nto

Worehouse
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE NEG 6 23 2-58(5) AG|?ICULT URAL MARKETING SERVICE

Figure US.—A good floor plan layout used by a wholesale food dis-

tributor cooperating in this s±udy.

FORMER LAYOUT

Finish

9 8

10 7

5 4

6 3

-<— start

2

TUBS-26"x55"

IMPROVED LAYOUT

/ 2 3 4

Start

5

^

^ r

6

1

/O ^ 9 8 7

U.S.DEPARTMENTOF AGRICULTURE NEG6233-S8(5) AGRICULTURAL MARKETING SERVICE

Figure U6,—^A tub file room layout with
recommended improvements. Arrows show
travel route of card pullers.
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SHOULD TABULATING EQUIMENT OR MANUAL METHODS BE USED

The question of whether tabulating equipment or manual methods should be

used in a particular wholesale grocery business is principally based on cost.

Taking into consideration the experience of the companies studied and other
firms in the industry researchers estimated the costs of the 2 methods for
wholesale food distributors having average sales volumes of $250,000, |500,000,
and 1750,000 for a li-workweek month.

Equipment Cost with Automatic Tabulating Equipment

The machines used in the tabulating departments have various modifications
causing differences in the monthly rental costs of the equipment. The monthly
rental for a basic minimum tabulating equipment installation is listed below:

Monthly rental including 10 percent
Equipment Federal tax 1/

Accounting machine, 56 counter
with list-tab, 88 type bars $ii3ii.50

Sorter 60,50
Card punch 66,00
Reproducing punch, without
summary punch but with com-
paring ability 80 counter 137.50

Total monthly rental $698.50

1/ Approximate rental effective in October, 1957 and subject to change.
A number of States also include a tax on the rental of these machines.

The basic installation listed does not include a summary punching machine,
which is useful where sales analyses are desired. The same results can be
obtained by manual punching the desired data into cards for sales analysis.

In addition to machine rental costs, card costs will range frcm ^1,23 to
$1.27 per 1,000 cards. To determine card usage in a business where details
are not available, annual sales volume is divided by $5.00 which represents
the average sales value per case. Card usage will total one card for each
case sold plus 9 cards per year per customer for customer name and address.

Savings with Use of Automatic Tabulating Equipment

Some of the savings attributed to use of automatic tabulating equipment
in the firms studied included the following: (1) A 2 percent increase in sales
due to a decrease in out-of-stock conditions; (2) an increase in grocery turn-
over by 2 to 3 turns annually. In one instance, the annual inventory turnover
was increased from 9-3/i; turns to 13 turns annually. In another instance, the
inventory was reduced by 300 pallets for a saving of approximately $22,500;
and (3) a reduction in the number of physical inventories from a quarterly
basis to semiannually. In one company the cost of taking physical inventories
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was reduced i^l,313.70 annually. This was made possible because all invoices
were "costed" automatically by the tabulating equipment. In another comparQr

the increase in office cost due to the addition of U card pullers with tabu-
lating equipment was offset by the reduction of 3 men in the warehouse be-
cause warehouse item locations were printed on invoices by the tabulating
equipment.

An analysis of costs incurred with manual methods and autcmatic tabulating
equipment was made during a representative i^-workweek month for a wholesale
food distributor operating in a modern 1-floor warehouse. Prior to installa-
tion of tabulating equipment the order book invoice method of sales accounting,
inventory control, and shipment of merchandise was used. Merchandise was
selected on a fixed slot basis in order book sequence in the warehouse. This
company was using reconmended manual methods before tabulating equipment was
installed and annual business volume totaled $6.5 million. The effect of in-
stalling tabulating equipment resulted in the cost changes shown in table 2k»

Table 2i|,—Changes in monthly cost with use of automatic tabulating equipment
compared with manual methods for a firm with $500,000 sales per ii-week

period

Element

Additional costs incurred with tabulating equipment:
Rental of equipment :

Estimated card consumption at $1.23 per 1,000.... :

Personnel additions: :

Tabulating department supervisor :

Machine operator :

Card pullers and key-punch operator :

Total additional costs with tabulating equipment :"

Personnel savings with tabulating equipment: :

Savings in warehouse personnel :

Inventory and costing clerks replaced by card pullers..;
Total reductions in cost with tabulating equipment :"

Net cost increase with tabulating equipfnent :"

1
1

3

T
3

k
T

698.50
129.50

U75.00
200.00
615.00

2,lib.00

915.00
720.00

Calculations shown in table 2i| indicate that a wholesale food distributor
utilizing all known efficient factors applicable to manual methods will re-
quire a sales volume of about $500,000 monthly for a basic installation of
tabulating equipment to be economically feasible for inventory control and
grocery billing. The point where tabulating equipment becomes more efficient
than manual methods for a particular firm will depend upon the manual methods
used, the percentage of business loss due to out-of-stock conditions, and the
rate of inventory turnover.

To invoice approximately $500,000 in monthly sales, it is necessary to
use the machine from 25 percent to 30 percent of the time, leaving time avail-
able for other applications, such as accounts receivable, accounts payable,
purchase order receiving and statistical analyses and general ledger account-
ing.
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Data shown in table 2$ indicate that as sales volime increases the savings

with use of automatic tabulating equipnent also increase. At a sales volume of

$250,000 for a U-workweek period an estimated net profit of ,$295 is made with

use of recommended manual methods whereas an estimated net loss of $2U8 is in-

curred with automatic tabulating equipment. At a sales volume of $500,000
estimated net profits are nearly equal with the 2 methods whereas at a sales

volume of $750,000 estimated net profits with manual methods total $8,710 and

with automatic tabulating equipment total $10,79U.

Table 25.—A comparison of estimated expenses and net profit with manual methods

and automatic tabulating equipment at various sales volumes

; Sales vol-ume of
: $250,000 for :

Item _.
' : h worki^eeks

Sales volume of : Sales volume of
$500,000 for : $750,000 for

; U workweeks : U workweeks
t Manual.-Tabulating
iraethods; equipment:

Manual: Tabulating: Manual :Tabulating
methods: equipment -methods : equipment

: Dollars: Dollars Dollars: Dollars .Dollars: Dollars

Sales : 250,000: 250,000

• • *

500,000: 500,000 : 750,000: 750,000
• • r

• • • B

• •

: 10,000 : ;; 15,000

Increase due to de- : s

crease in out-of- : : :

stock : : 5,000 ;

Total sales :7^(5",000

,

-^^^JCOO"
'

'

Total gross profit : ;

and other income : lii,375: l'i,,665

Operating expenses 1/.: m,080: lii,9i3

:5oo;caO: 5iC),C)00 :?5o,ooo: 705,000
ft •

28,750: 29,325 • U3,125:' U3,987
2li,665: 25,1148 : 3li,Ul5: 33^93

Net profit or (lossT..:" ^"95: (^kS). U,085: h.HI i 8,710: lO,79a
• * > * • a
• u . » an

1/ Details of fixed and variable expenses and costs as a percentage of sales
are shown in Appendix tables 26, 27, and 28.
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APPENDIX

1/ Column for retailer checking of receipts from the wholesaler.

?/ Column for quantity ordered by retailer,

3/ Suggested selling price by the retailer.

H/ Wholesaler selling price to the retailer.

^/ Quantity multiplied by price per unit.

Figure U7,—Sample of a 2-column order book used for manual invoicing.

^3J/ STRAINED STRAINED

19759 2/ FfFF EPOJH with BARLEY
24-4^ oz. 2. 14 19823

LIVER & BACCN
24-3j oz. 4.90

19761
FfFF & LIVER SOUP

24-4i oz. 2.14 19825
VEAL
24-3^ oz. 4.90

'

19763
BEETS

24-4i oz. 2.14
'

19827
KM
24-3j oz. 4.90

19755
CARROTS
24-4] oz. 2.14 19829

CHICKEN
24-3? oz. 4.90

19757
CHICKEN SOUP

24-4i oz. 2.14 CHOPPED

19769
CREAM OF TUNA FISH
24-4 ] oz. 2.14

JiCFfED
3.08

14.5
CIS

19771
CUSTARD FUCOING
24-5 oz. 2.14 19835

APPLE SAUa
24-7] oz. 3.08

1/ Order book page namber.

2/ Commodity code number for item.

Figure U8.—A 2-column order book that can be used for either
manual or automatic tabulating equipment invoicing.
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Record | ORDER NO. 4 i ORDER NO. 3 ORDER NO. 2 ' ORDER NO. 1 1

Description Pack Cost SRP % Wt Vel 1|23|4| Code
| Qty Code

1
yty

J Code | Qty | Code 1 Otv

INSTANT COCOA—41 |

1 1

Everready 24-1/2* 6.40 33<^ 19 15* E M 41-4125 41-4125 1 41-4125 41-4125
Nestle
Everready 12-1# 5.70 59^ 19 15# E M

1

41-4130 41-4130 , 41-4130 41-4130

CHOCOLATE SYRUP-41 ' 1
I !

Bosco 12-120Z. 3.48 57^ 22 15# D M ! 41-4305 ( 41-4305
j 41-4305 1 } 41-4305 1

Bosco 12-240Z. 5.98 63j 21 33# D M j 41-4310 j 41-4310
|

' 41-4310 |

' 41-4310
1

Hershey •24-5i/iiOZ. 1.76 10^ 26 11# D M | 41-4315 } 41-4315
| | 41-4315

| \ 41-4315 1

Hershoy •24-16oz. 4.23 23i^ 20 29* C M j 41-4320 J 41-4320
|

i 41-4320 |

"l
41-4320

|

1/ V/holesaler selling price to the retailer,

2/ Suggested retail selling price,

3/ Percent of gross profit to retailer if suggested selling price is
followed,

V Weight per wholesaler selling unit,
"5/ Velocity of sales.
"E/ A column for the retailer to maintain a record of items and quantities

ordered.

Figure U9,—An order book with a U-part perforated tear strip for use with
automatic tabulating equipment.

82 83 84

COCOA COFFEE (Cont.) TEA PACKAGES
CODE ORDER HERE SSP % COST CODE ORDEt HERE SSP % COST CODE OaOB) HEU SSP % co.n 1

5310 BAKERS * In I Mix
12-1 lb. Can. .... ...(47e)....22% 4.43

B5382 MAXWEU HOUSE R«B Orlnd M S4#
24-1 lb. Cant (95c).... 10% 20.58

5458 LIPTON O.P.

12-1 lb, Pkg. (1.59).,.. 19% 15.34

B5312 BAKERS C«o<j
24-8 oi. Pkgj. .,

16#
...(39c)...,21% 7.41

B5392 WEBBS Coffe. E.g. 34#
24-1 lb. Cam (95c)....11% 20.35

B54€0 LIPTON O.P.

24-a 01 (81c)....18% 15.96

B5316 BAKER'S 4 In 1 Cocoa MU M 16#
24-8 OI. Pkgi (26c)....21% 4.93

B5394 WEBBS Coff.s Drip 34#
24-1 lb. Cam (95c)..,.11% 20.35

B5462 LIPTON O.P.

48-4 OI (42c). ...19% 16.20

5318 DROSTES
12-8 OI. Com ...(6J<:)....25% 5.85

B5384 HILLS BROS R.gular Grind 32#
12-2 lb. Cam (1.87).. ..8% 20.47

5464 LIPTON O.P.

36-lH OZ .(2for29c)....ie% 4.26

5320 HERSHEY
12-1 lb

M 13#
..(79e)....23% 7.32

B5386 HILLS BROS Qrip Grind 31#
12-2 lb. Con. (1.87)....8% 20,47

5468 LIPTON Gtmo
24-4 OI (29c)....20% 5.60

B5322 HERSHEY
24-8 oz. Pkg.. ...

M 16#
..(41c)....23% 7.56

B5396 HILLS BROS R.gulor Grind 34#
24-1 lb. Cam {95c)....10% 20.70

5470 SALADA R.L
12-8 oz (81c), ...18% 7.98

5334 NESTLES Qulk
6-2% lb. Cons ....

15#
.(1.03)....22% 4.90

B5398 HILLS BROS Drip Orlnd 34#
24-1 lb. Cam (95e)....10% 20,70

B5472 SAUDA R.L.

2|4-4 01 (42c),.„19% 8.10 _

1/ Column number in order book,

^/ Suggested retail selling price.
3/ Percent of gross profit to retailer if suggested selling price is

followed,

V Cost - wholesaler selling price to retailer. V/eight of wholesaler sell-
ing unit listed above the cost figure.

Figure 50,—A 3-column order book used with autanatic tabulating equipment.
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